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June 11, 2021
To GRDA Customers, Bondholders, and Citizens of Oklahoma:
On behalf of the Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA or Authority), we proudly
and respectfully submit the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the year
ended December 31, 2020. The GRDA Finance and Corporate Communications
Departments prepared the 2020, A Grand Vision, report in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. We
believe the information represented is accurate in all material respects and that all
disclosures necessary to enable the reader to gain an adequate understanding of
GRDA’s financial position and results of operations have been included.
Responsibility for the accuracy, completeness and fairness of the financial
statement presentation, and disclosure rests with the management of the Authority.
GRDA is a non-appropriated agency of the State of Oklahoma, using revenues earned as
a public power utility to finance our conservation and reclamation district
responsibilities. Our financial statements are included by the State as a discretely
presented component unit. The Authority utilizes a diverse portfolio of assets to generate,
transmit, and sell electricity to Oklahoma municipalities, electric cooperatives,
commercial and industrial customers, as well as off-system customers across a fourstate region. At the same time, GRDA manages over 70,000 surface acres of lake
waters in Oklahoma, and the waters of the scenic Illinois River.
The Letter of Transmittal is intended to supplement the Management Discussion
and Analysis (MD&A) included in the following pages. Please refer to the MD&A
for management’s discussion of the 2020 financial results.
The financial statements are the responsibility of management. As required by state
statutes and bond covenants, independent public accountants are required to
express an opinion on the Authority’s financial statements, based on an audit. The
annual audit of the financial statements of the Authority has been completed by
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP for the calendar year ended December 31, 2020,
and their opinion is included in the Financial Section of this report, along with the
accompanying financial statements and notes. This report indicates a fair
presentation of the financial statements and includes an unqualified opinion.
GRDA management is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of
internal controls. For GRDA, the assurance that this state agency properly focuses
on priorities comes from a seven-member Board of Directors, established by state
statute. The GRDA Board of Directors has created an environment reflecting clear
expectations that GRDA conduct business in a professional and fiscally-responsible
manner. The Board’s understanding of its fiduciary responsibilities, the importance
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it places on compliance initiatives, and its attention to policy help ensure the Authority’s decisions are made
with due diligence and business prudence.
GRDA’s control structure has several layers of oversight. The first level comes from Title 82, Section 866,
of the Oklahoma Statutes and requires an independent financial audit to be completed within 90 days after
the close of the calendar year. The audit report must be filed with the Oklahoma Governor, State Treasurer,
Oklahoma Department of Libraries, Oklahoma State Auditor and Inspector, and the Office of Management
and Enterprise Services. Additional oversight is exercised through requirements placed on the Bond Fund
Trustee by the bond resolutions. Significant bond covenants are discussed in the long-term debt note to the
financial statements found in the financial section of this report.
GRDA is a policy-driven organization. GRDA executive management review Authority policies at least
annually to provide reasonable assurance that an effective system is in place to assure internal control
objectives will be achieved and resources will be protected. GRDA Board of Directors utilize an active
committee structure to provide for interaction between the management and the Directors with the most
experience in the committee’s field and to provide direction in preparation for the full Board’s review of
matters. The Director of Financial Compliance meets regularly with GRDA’s Audit, Finance, Budget, and
Policy Committee.
The GRDA Board of Directors provides direction and authority for management to conduct day-to-day
business in monthly meetings open to the public. Conducting the Authority’s business in this transparent
environment helps provide assurance to the public that GRDA expects to be held accountable for its
transactions. Furthermore, electronic files of disbursements are provided periodically to the state of
Oklahoma, which makes the information readily available to the public through the state’s websites.
An internal control system, no matter how well designed and operated, can only provide reasonable, not
absolute, assurance that internal control system objectives will be met. The Authority does not have unlimited
resources; therefore, the cost of the internal control system must be balanced with the benefits of the internal
controls. Inherent limitations to any internal control system include, but are not limited to, errors or
misunderstanding of instructions, mistakes in judgment, management override, or even deterioration of
controls over time. Still, it is possible to design the internal control process to safeguard assets and reduce
risk of a material misstatement in the financial statements.
The Authority prepares an annual operating and capital budget in conjunction with a ten-year forecast. The
annual budget is approved first by the Audit, Finance, Budget, and Policy Committee, then by the full
Board of Directors and is used to set the rates for the fiscal year. The ten-year forecast, a requirement of our
long-term municipal contracts, provides a critical tool used for rate setting, cash planning, and employee
resourcing. This forecast is provided to the Authority’s electric customers annually at customer meetings
held in the spring.
Major initiatives in 2020 included the ongoing effort to launch GRDA’s first Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system, which will be integrated with the asset maintenance software, to expand the Authority’s access
to real-time data. The multi-year process to secure a new Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
license to operate its hydroelectric generation at Pensacola Dam is still underway. While this represents a
significant investment, the Authority is aiming to secure a new 50-year license to be effective when the
current license expires. This will ensure the availability of economical, renewable power for our customers
for the next half century. Also, not unlike our peers in the utility industry, the Authority responded to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The Authority implemented extensive safety measures throughout 2020, focusing on
employee health and ensuring the uninterrupted supply of power to our customers.
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While the state of Oklahoma’s economy is largely driven by the oil and gas industry, the Authority’s customer
mix has insulated the revenues from the recent downturn in the industry. Growth in the industrial customer
group is discussed further in the MD&A.
The Government Finance Officers Association of
the United States and Canada (GFOA) awarded a
Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in
Financial Reporting to the Authority for its
comprehensive annual financial report for the
calendar year ended December 31, 2019. This was
the twentieth consecutive year the Authority has
achieved this prestigious award. In order to be
awarded a Certificate of Achievement, a
governmental agency must publish an easily
readable and efficiently organized comprehensive
annual financial report. This report must satisfy
both generally accepted accounting principles and
applicable legal requirements. A Certificate of
Achievement is valid for a period of one year only.
GRDA believes the current comprehensive annual
financial report continues to meet the Certificate of
Achievement Program’s requirements, and the
Authority is submitting it to the GFOA to
determine eligibility for another certificate.
In December 2020, GRDA received a national
commendation from the American Public Power
Association for its support in electric power
restoration. In early October, Hurricane Delta
struck Louisiana, causing significant damage to
the Lafayette Louisiana Utilities (LUS) electric
distribution system. Even as the hurricane was
moving through, GRDA crews were in route to
provide restoration assistance to LUS. That
mutual aid assistance was coordinated through the
APPA’s nationwide mutual aid network. Later in
the month the ice storm – an October rarity for
Oklahoma – moved across the central part of the
state, causing extensive damage and leaving as
many as 300,000 residents without electricity.
The public power community of Edmond, north
of Oklahoma City, was among the hardest areas
hit. Again, GRDA provided mutual aid as crews
helped repair the municipally-owned distribution system. GRDA also provided assistance to its wholesale
customer communities of Pawnee and Cushing in the days following the storm.
The preparation of this report could not have been accomplished without GRDA’s Finance and Corporate
Communications departments. GRDA would like to thank our independent auditors, Baker Tilly Virchow
3
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Krause, LLP, for their highest standards of professional service and exceptional industry knowledge and
experience. Our appreciation also goes to the GRDA Board of Directors and Audit Committee for their
determination, for their commitment to our customers, and for supporting both the staff and the mission of
the Authority. We would like to thank our co-workers and our customers for working together as partners
throughout the year, strengthening one of the foundational assets of GRDA. As we have begun 2021,
#1GRDA, our employees have persistently gone above and beyond to ensure the uninterrupted supply of
reliable public power during the COVID-19 pandemic and we thank the heroes of the public power sector.
As we return to more normal operations, GRDA remains as resilient and financially strong as ever as we
embrace 2021 and our focus on #1GRDA.
Sincerely,

Daniel S. Sullivan
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Lorie Gudde
Chief Financial Officer and Corporate Treasurer
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors of
Grand River Dam Authority
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Grand River Dam Authority, as of and for the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively
comprise the Grand River Dam Authority's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design,
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our
audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the
standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control over financial reporting relevant to the Grand River Dam
Authority's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Grand River Dam Authority's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of Grand River Dam Authority as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, and the respective changes in
financial position and cash flows thereof for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America.

Baker Tilly US, LLP, trading as Baker Tilly, is a member of the global network of Baker Tilly International Ltd., the members of which are
separate and independent legal entities.
GRDA Comprehensive Annual Financial Report 2020
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Emphasis of Matter
As discussed in Note 12 to the financial statements, subsequent to the date of the financial statements, Grand
River Dam Authority has been impacted by the market response to the February 2021, Winter Storm Uri. Our
opinion is not modified with respect to this matter.
Other Matters
Required Supplementary Information
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the required supplementary
information as listed in the table of contents be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such
information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial
statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited
procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the
information and comparing the information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the
basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements.
We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do
not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have issued our report dated March 31, 2021 on our
consideration of the Grand River Dam Authority's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The
purpose of that report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and
compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the Grand River
Dam Authority internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the Grand River Dam Authority’s
internal control over financial reporting and compliance.

Madison, Wisconsin
March 31, 2021
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis – Unaudited
The following discussion and analysis of the Grand River Dam Authority’s (GRDA or the Authority) financial performance
provides an overview of the Authority’s financial activities for the year ended December 31, 2020 and provides a comparison
with the prior years’ financial results. Please read it in conjunction with the financial statements, which follow this section.

USING THIS FINANCIAL REPORT

This annual financial report consists of a series of financial statements and reflects the self-supporting, proprietary activities
of the Authority, funded primarily by the sale of electrical power and energy.
The State of Oklahoma reports the business-type activities of the Authority as a discretely presented major component unit.
The basic financial statements presented in this report consist of the Statements of Net Position; the Statements of Revenues,
Expenses, and Changes in Net Position; the Statements of Cash Flows; and the Notes to Financial Statements.

STATEMENTS OF NET POSITION; STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN NET
POSITION; STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS; AND NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The Authority’s Statements of Net Position and Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position provide an
indication of the Authority’s financial health.
The Statements of Net Position report all of the Authority’s assets, deferred outflows of resources, liabilities, and deferred
inflows of resources, using the accrual basis of accounting, as well as an indication of which assets can be used for general
purposes and which are restricted as a result of bond covenants, contracts, or for other purposes.
The Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position report all of the Authority’s revenues and expenses
recognized during the time periods indicated.
The Statements of Cash Flows report the cash provided and used by operating activities, as well as other cash sources, such as
investment income or bond proceeds, and other cash uses, such as cash payments for repayment of bonds and capital additions.
The Notes to Financial Statements provide additional explanation and detail about the financial information, as well as
required disclosures.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

The Authority began 2020 with “A Grand Vision for the Future,” after a successful completion of 2019, which was dedicated
to “The Year of Implementation.” The events of 2020 were shaded by the COVID-19 pandemic, as they were for most
companies, but GRDA’s financial results triumphed over the pandemic, ending with a strong net income, and resulting in a
financial position that allowed the Authority to contribute to the rate stabilization account. The Authority did not experience
an increase in uncollectible accounts due to the pandemic. GRDA is a member of the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Regional
Transmission Organization (RTO). Low natural gas prices and an abundant supply of wind generation led to economical
purchased power costs within the SPP Integrated Marketplace in both 2020 and 2019.
From October 2019 to February 2021, Standard and Poor’s (S&P), Fitch Ratings, and Moody’s Investor Service issued rating
affirmations of AA-, with a stable outlook, A+, with a stable outlook, and A1, with a stable outlook, respectively. These
affirmations were largely due to the Authority’s continuing financial health and increasing debt leverage. S&P noted strong
unrestricted cash balances and liquidity. Fitch based its decision, in part, on GRDA’s continued strong financial performance and
very low operating costs. Moody’s noted GRDA’s diverse and competitively priced resource mix as a key reason for its rating.
On July 29, 2019, Grand River Energy Center (GREC) Unit 2 (GREC 2) experienced a mechanical failure and subsequent
shutdown, which resulted in damages to the low pressure section of the turbine. While restoration of the damage totaled
$15.0 million, the Authority was insured, limiting the cash outlay to the $1.3 million insurance deductible. GREC 2 was
returned to service June 9, 2020.
On October 9, 2019, the GRDA Board of Directors voted to remove GREC Unit 1 (GREC 1) from service, pending final
approval and determination of an official retirement date by SPP. Approval was subsequently received and the unit was
officially retired as of December 31, 2020.
GRDA Comprehensive Annual Financial Report 2020
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS - DECEMBER 31, 2020, 2019, AND 2018
2020
CONDENSED SCHEDULE OF NET POSITION
Assets:
Current assets
Net utility plant
Noncurrent investments
Other noncurrent assets
Total assets
Deferred outflows related to pension plans
Deferred outflows related to other postemployment benefits
Deferred outflows related to loss on reacquired debt
Deferred outflows related to derivative hedges
Total deferred outflows
Liabilities:
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Deferred inflows related to pension plans
Deferred inflows related to other postemployment benefits
Deferred inflows related to regulated operations
Deferred inflows related to derivative hedges
Total deferred inflows
Net Position:
Net investment in capital assets
Restricted for:
Board Designated
Debt service
Other special purposes
Unrestricted
Total net position
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$ 220,111,240
1,228,205,944
378,500,098
11,972,912
1,838,790,194

2019

2018

$ 254,560,021 $ 260,455,415
1,252,699,332
1,218,249,936
317,211,399
308,789,981
3,000,068
1,772,872

1,827,470,820

1,789,268,204

4,286,903
1,051,412
31,079,603
2,595,165

13,484,694
3,408,830
27,810,693
333,110
45,037,327

39,018,083

7,326,606
1,068,541
34,523,355
42,918,502

78,937,570
1,005,007,245
1,083,944,815

75,710,901
1,034,426,516
1,110,137,417

80,407,089
1,078,066,715
1,158,473,804

603,759
633,829
88,634,963
89,872,551

1,905,145
829,895
77,173,332
79,908,372

3,574,189
46,947,793
700,390
51,222,372

305,481,403

281,454,483

239,876,589

40,381,000
39,998,000
22,889,999
21,877,917
2,208,452
2,186,412
339,049,301
330,921,302
$ 710,010,155 $ 676,438,114

39,615,000
15,286,250
2,201,996
325,510,695
$ 622,490,530
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS - DECEMBER 31, 2020, 2019, AND 2018 (continued)
2020
CONDENSED SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN NET POSITION
Operating Revenues:
Sales of power
Other operating revenues
Regulatory asset revenues
Transfer (provision) for rate stabilization
Total operating revenues

2019

2018

$ 380,115,355 $ 399,342,391 $ 405,533,477
24,695,083
26,566,101
37,150,792
24,057,317
2,949,837
1,098,338
(31,703,098)
-

397,164,657

428,858,329

443,782,607

17,846,422
86,255
3,182
(4,445,325)
(3,854,699)
9,635,835
406,800,492

19,416,075
(259,865)
(40,734)
(4,163,639)

(33,196,760)
(18,244,923)
410,613,406

3,398,153
253,218
(97,966)
(879,822)
(5,070,883)
(2,397,300)
441,385,307

(82,451,994)
(72,422,157)
(68,833,979)
(68,162,828)
(31,624,140)
(24,722,494)

(103,982,895)
(75,266,780)
(65,806,547)
(64,864,171)
(23,708,144)
(24,447,446)

Non-Operating Revenues:
Investment income-net
Award revenue (loss) - operating
Income (loss) - nonoperating
Income from nonutility operations
Costs (recovered) to be recovered
Total non-operating revenues
Total revenues
Operating Expenses:
Fuel
Depreciation
Operations
Purchased power – net
Administrative and general
Maintenance
Total operating expenses

(348,217,592) (358,075,983)

(94,838,349)
(80,383,786)
(67,051,953)
(88,779,253)
(18,210,948)
(28,162,855)
(377,427,144)

Non-Operating Expenses:
Interest expense
Amortization of debt discount and expense
Amortization of bond premium
Total non-operating expenses
Total expenses

(49,296,921)
(47,672,958)
(92,894)
(38,706)
11,028,883
10,662,823
(37,048,841) (38,360,932)
(385,266,433) (396,436,915)

(50,110,812)
(92,894)
11,206,324
(38,997,382)
(416,424,526)

Capital Contributions:
Award revenue - capital
Net increase in net position
Net Position – Beginning of year
Adoption of new accounting standard
Net Position – Beginning of year, as restated
Net Position – End of year

GRDA Comprehensive Annual Financial Report 2020

12,037,982

39,771,093

5,170,213

33,572,041

53,947,584

30,130,994

676,438,114
622,490,530
676,438,114
622,490,530
$ 710,010,155 $ 676,438,114 $

605,002,780
(12,643,244)
592,359,536
622,490,530
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During the month of February 2021, the Authority was hit by Winter Storm Uri, as was the entire footprint of the Southwest
Power Pool. Between February 4, 2021, and February 20, 2021, the SPP was operating in various levels of an Energy
Emergency Alert, resulting in conservation measures being implemented, and eventual shedding of load, by all SPP
members. In conjunction with this event, the Authority was subjected to unprecedented natural gas prices. While the total
impact of this event is yet unknown, estimates range from $51.1 million to $153.7 million. Results are dependent on an
ongoing review process by SPP’s Market Monitoring Unit. The Authority was able to fund the event entirely through cash
reserves and plans to recover these costs through a modification to the Power Cost Adjustment (PCA) over the next
48 months. See Note 12 to financial statements for further information.
The financial results are further discussed in the following paragraphs and reflect the financial impact of the highlights
mentioned above.

NET POSITION

The Net Position increased by $33.6 million, or 5%, in 2020, following a $53.9 million, or 9%, increase in 2019. Both
increases in Net Position were the result of net income; though, the 2020 increase was offset by a contribution to the
rate stabilization account, which reduced current year revenue, by deferring it to future years. This subsequently
reduced the impact to Net Position by $31.7 million. See further discussion regarding the rate stabilization account
under Operating Income.
Total Assets increased by $11.3 million, or 1%, in 2020, following a $38.2 million, or 2%, increase in 2019. The 2020
increase is mainly due to an increase in investments, offset by a decrease in Net Utility Plant resulting from the retirement
of GREC 1. Conversely, the 2019 increase is materially due to a $34.4 million increase in Net Utility Plant, which resulted
from the construction of several significant transmission and distribution assets.
Current Assets decreased by $34.4 million, or 14%, in 2020, following a 2019 decrease of $5.9 million, or 2%. The 2020
decrease was materially due to a $33.0 million decrease in current investments. The 2019 decrease is mostly attributable to
decreases in both Accounts Receivable and Materials and Supplies Inventory of $8.4 million and $12.2 million, respectively,
offset by increases in both General Operating Cash and Cash Equivalents of $7.7 million and Restricted Investment Accounts
of $6.3 million.
Materials and Supplies Inventory, included in Current Assets, increased by $1.7 million, or 4%, after decreasing by
$12.2 million, or 22%, in 2019 due to an ongoing effort to identify and surplus inventory items related to GREC 1. The
Authority also implemented Vendor Managed Inventory in 2019, reducing both carrying cost of inventory items, as well
as reducing overhead costs involved with procurement and handling of these items.
Receivables for under recovered fuel costs decreased to zero in 2020, as they were recovered through the PCA throughout
the year. In 2019, the under recovered balance was $2.1 million.
Net Utility Plant decreased by $24.5 million, or 2%, in 2020, as GREC 1 was fully retired from service. This is in contrast
to a 2019 increase of $34.4 million, or 3%, due to the construction of transmission and distribution assets, as previously
mentioned and discussed in further detail in Capital Assets herein. More detailed information about changes in Net Utility
Plant is presented in Note 4 to Financial Statements, Utility Plant.
Noncurrent Investments, which includes long term prepaid assets, increased by $61.3 million, or 19%, in 2020, as
$33.0 million was transferred from current investments to noncurrent investments. Further increases in noncurrent
investments were due to the continuing growth of cash balances. In 2019, the balance grew by $8.4 million, or 3%, due to
increases in the debt service accounts. Additional information about the Restricted Investments, included in Noncurrent
Investments, is presented in Note 2 to Financial Statements, Deposits and Investments. Restricted Assets are discussed later
in more detail in the Significant Assets and Debt Administration section.
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Other Noncurrent Assets consist of non-utility property and long-term receivables. Other noncurrent assets increased by
$8.9 million, or 299%, in 2020, due to additions in non-utility property related to the construction of the Waters of Oklahoma
and Arkansas (WOKA) whitewater project. This increase is subsequent to a 2019 increase of $1.2 million, or 69%.
Deferred Outflows of Resources increased by $6.0 million, or 15%, in 2020, mainly due to an increase in deferred outflows
related to the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting
for Pensions (GASB 68). In 2019, Deferred Outflows decreased by $3.9 million, or 9%, due to the amortization of loss on
reacquired debt, combined with amortizations of the deferred outflows related to the GASB 68 pension accounting.
Total Liabilities decreased by $26.2 million, or 2%, in 2020, after likewise decreasing $48.4 million, or 4%, in 2019.
Current Liabilities increased by $3.2 million, or 4%, in 2020. This contrasts with a decrease of $4.7 million, or 6%, in 2019.
Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities increased by $2.9 million, or 9%, in 2020, after it decreased in 2019 by
$10.0 million, or 24%, due to the completion of most major construction projects prior to year-end. The current portion of
Bonds Payable increased by $1.7 million, or 5%, in 2020. Likewise, in 2019, there was an increase of $11.3 million, or 43%.
Unearned Revenue Related to Insurance Proceeds decreased to zero, from a balance of $2.2 million in 2020, after it increased
by $661 thousand in 2019. The amount relates to the July 2019 GREC 2 mechanical outage discussed previously, which was
completed in 2020. To facilitate timely and efficient reimbursement of expenditures related to this insured event, the
insurance carrier advanced funds, which were deposited into a restricted account by GRDA. This account has been the source
to replenish cash, following approval by the insurance company. The balance of the amount unearned by the Authority, at
the end of each year, is presented as part of Current Liabilities.
Noncurrent Liabilities, which include the long-term obligations for revenue bonds outstanding, decreased by $29.4 million,
or 3%, in 2020, following a $43.7 million, or 4%, decrease in 2019. Both the 2020 and 2019 decreases are attributable to
payments of principal on outstanding debt. In 2020, Noncurrent Liabilities, other than Bonds Payable, increased by
$20.4 million, or 62%, after also increasing by $4.8 million, or 17%, in 2019. The 2020 increase is related to an increase of
$17.7 million in pension plan liability and a $2.5 million increase in liabilities related to other postemployment benefits. An
increase of $5.1 million in the landfill closure/post-closure liability accounts for the majority of the increase in 2019, offset
by reductions in the liabilities related to pension and other postemployment benefits. Additional details about bonds
outstanding are presented in Note 6 to Financial Statements, Bonds Payable, and details about pension and other
postemployment benefit liabilities are presented in Note 7 to Financial Statements, Retirement Plans, Postretirement, and
Other Employee Benefits.
Deferred Inflows of Resources increased by $10.0 million, or 12%, in 2020, following a similar increase of $28.7 million,
or 56%, in 2019. Both the 2020 and 2019 increases are attributable to increases in Deferred Inflows Related to Regulated
Operations. These are discussed in further detail in Deferred Inflows of Resources and Deferred Outflows of Resources.
Unrestricted Net Position represents the part of net position used to finance day-to-day operations without constraints
established by debt covenants, enabling legislation, including Board designation, or other legal agreements. This amount
decreased by $8.1 million, or 2%, in 2020. This follows a prior year increase of $5.4 million, or 2%, in 2019.

OPERATING RESULTS

The Authority’s results for 2020 continued the trajectory of strength, resulting in a contribution to the rate stabilization
account. Heavy rainfalls throughout 2019 provided an opportunity for increased revenues with very little increased
expenses. The Authority’s participation in SPP’s Integrated Marketplace provides both price stability, through the
availability of economical purchased power, and a built-in hedge against resource availability, as GREC 2 was inoperable
for the latter half of 2019 and the first quarter of 2020.
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The graph titled “Net Purchased Power (MWh)” depicts
the Authority’s hourly net purchases of energy from the
Integrated Marketplace. As is evidenced by the
comparisons of 2018, 2019, and 2020, versus the
ten-year average in the light green shaded area,
purchases of power for 2020 remained below the
ten-year average for a majority of the year, spiking in
the fall, as GREC Unit 3 (GREC 3) underwent a routine
outage. Conversely, in the prior year, beginning in
April, 2019 purchases fell well below the ten-year
historical average, as historic outflows from hydro
generation resources eliminated much of the need to
purchase energy from the marketplace. In 2018,
purchased power represented a more seasonal pattern,
as power was purchased in peak seasons to supplement
owned generation. See the graphs titled “Pensacola
Dam Generation (MWh)” and “Robert S. Kerr Dam
Generation (MWh)” for hydro generation comparisons
of 2018, 2019, and 2020, as compared to the ten-year
historical average.
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The Authority’s energy resources have included wind, through purchased power agreements, since 2013. The energy
produced from these projects is recorded as Purchased Power. The wind purchase agreements provide risk mitigation against
possible increases in fuel costs in future years and help expand the Authority’s diversified energy portfolio.
Energy sales into the SPP spot market represented just over 5% of Total Operating Revenues in 2020, and slightly more
than 3% in 2019. The Authority does not rely on significant spot sales revenue to meet its payment obligations or debt
coverage requirements.
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The graphs titled “Natural Gas (MWh)” and “Coal (MWh)” reflect the output of the Authority’s thermal generation
resources. As demonstrated by the graph titled “Coal (MWh),” the generation for coal continues to trend substantially
lower than the historical ten-year average, as coal prices have remained uneconomical when compared to both natural gas
and the overall available SPP Integrated Marketplace energy. This is in combination with the mechanical outage of
GREC 2 in 2019 and the April 2017 discontinuation of GREC 1 as a coal-fired generating unit, which was formally retired
from assets as of December 31, 2020. The graph titled “Natural Gas (MWh)” indicates the competitiveness of both GREC 3
and Redbud, as they were called upon to provide energy into the SPP Integrated Marketplace during the summer months of
2020 and 2019, then were offline in the fall for routine outages.
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Though its impact has remained immaterial to the financial results, the Authority has continued to expand and strengthen its
Energy Hedging Program, with the intent of managing market, counterparty, volume, budget, regulatory, model, and
operations risks through Risk Management Policies. The Board of Directors of the Authority is responsible for an overall
understanding of risks and the internal Risk Oversight Committee is responsible for primary operational risk oversight and
the implementation of the Risk Management Policies. The Energy Hedging Program has three essential objectives: (1) to
achieve a customer power cost to serve native load and off-system firm load at a cost that is materially close to the budgeted
amount; (2) to reduce the Authority’s exposure to volatile swings in energy and hedging costs and to limit the uncertainty
related to market timing when purchasing fuel-related hedges by purchasing a portion of required hedges on a programmatic
basis; and (3) to maintain a degree of flexibility allowing the Authority to benefit from a favorable energy market. As these
transactions relate to natural gas, realized gains and losses as a result of these hedges are recognized as fuel expense. See
Deferred Inflows of Resources and Deferred Outflows of Resources for further discussion.
The graphs titled “2020 Energy Resources (MWh)” and “2019 Energy Resources (MWh)” indicate the energy resource
mix upon which GRDA relies to meet its customers’ load needs. The availability of adequate generation capacity, along
with a reliable transmission system and firm customer contracts, ultimately drive the operating and financial results. The
common trend between 2020 and 2019 graphs is the continuing decrease in the Authority’s coal generation and the
increases in gas and wind generation. The hydro units continue to play a vital role in both reliability and available capacity,
but their part in the energy resources mix has decreased from 2019 to 2020, as the Authority benefited from sustained
heavy rainfalls throughout the majority of 2019, but had less precipitation within the watershed in 2020.
The Authority has a generation portfolio that provides diversity and employs a team experienced in power marketing that
uses those resources, in conjunction with the hedging program, to minimize risks and volatility for the Authority.
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2020 Energy Resources (MWh)
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OPERATING INCOME
Operating Income
2020

2019

Total operating revenues

397,164,657

428,858,329

Total operating expenses

(348,217,592)

(358,075,983)

48,947,065

70,782,346

Operating Income

Operating Income decreased in 2020 by $21.8 million, or 31%, after it increased by $4.4 million, or 7%, in 2019. Operating
Revenues decreased by $31.7 million, or 7%, following a $14.9 million, or 3%, decrease in 2019. Operating Revenues for
2020, without the contribution to the rate stabilization account, were nearly identical to those in 2019, only increasing by
$9 thousand; however, the $31.7 million contribution to the rate stabilization account represented a deferral of the Operating
Revenues, which decreased current year numbers. The 2019 decrease was due to lower PCA revenues, resulting from lower
natural gas prices and increased market revenues from plentiful hydro generation.
Other Operating Revenues include recovery of revenue requirements for transmission plant recovered through the SPP’s
administration of the transmission tariffs, as well as revenues associated with an Integrated Transmission Agreement
(ITA). It also includes lake-related revenues. Other Operating Revenues decreased by $1.9 million, or 7%, after also
decreasing by $10.6 million, or 28%, in 2019. Additionally, Non-operating Revenues increased in 2020 by $27.9 million,
or 153%, after a decrease of $15.8 million in 2019. Non-operating Revenues primarily includes investment income and
changes in the fair value of investments, offset by the deferral of revenue associated with third party contributions to the
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construction of capital assets. In 2020, deferral of costs to be recovered were $29.3 million less than in 2019, offset by a
decrease in investment income of $1.6 million. Investment Income – Net, which includes changes in the fair value of
investments increased by $16.0 million in 2019.
Award Revenue - Capital includes customer contributions, grant proceeds, and insurance revenues for capital asset additions.
Portions of these revenues were deferred by the Authority in accordance with GASB Statement No. 62, Codification of
Accounting and Financial Reporting Guidance Contained in Pre-November 30, 1989 FASB and AICPA Pronouncements
(GASB 62), which is discussed in further detail in Deferred Inflows of Resources and Deferred Outflows of Resources.
Consistent with recent trend, Operating Expenses decreased by $9.9 million, or 3%, in 2020, after they decreased by
$19.4 million, or 5%, in 2019. In 2020, Fuel expense decreased by $21.5 million, offset by increases in Operation expense
of $3.0 million, Purchased Power of $3.3 million, and Administrative and General of $7.9 million. Conversely, Purchased
Power in 2019 decreased by $23.9 million, or 27%, offset by an increase in Fuel expense of $9.1 million, or 10%.

OPERATING REVENUES

As stated previously, Operating Revenues decreased by $31.7 million, or 7%, following a $14.9 million, or 3%, decrease in
2019. Operating Revenues for 2020, without the contribution to the rate stabilization account, were $9 thousand more than
those in 2019; however, the $31.7 million contribution to the rate stabilization account represented a deferral of Operating
Revenues, which decreased current year numbers. The largest contributor to Operating Revenues is Sales of Power, which has
decreased over the last few years. In 2020, Sales of Power decreased $19.2 million, or 5%, following a 2019 decrease of
$6.2 million, or 2%. While overall revenue from sales has declined over the last two years, GRDA’s industrial load has
experienced steady increases, year over year, due to growth in the MidAmerica Industrial Park, increasing 18% in MWh sales
in 2020, after increasing 8% in MWh sales in 2019. Off System Firm MWh sales decreased by 16% in 2020 and 20% in
2019, in accounting for the overall decrease in sales of power for both years. These changes are illustrated in the graphs
titled “Energy Usage by Class 2020” and “Energy Usage by Class 2019.”

Energy Usage by Class 2020

Energy Usage by Class 2019
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Industrial & Commercial
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Other Operating Revenues, as mentioned previously, include recovery of revenue requirements for transmission plant
recovered through the SPP’s administration of the transmission tariffs, revenues associated with an ITA, and lake-related
revenues. Other Operating Revenues decreased by $1.9 million, or 7%, in 2020, after decreasing by $10.6 million, or
28%, in 2019. The 2019 fluctuation was mostly due to the receipt of a one-time $8.9 million settlement resulting from
arbitration around the ITA in 2018.
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The Authority is empowered to set rates, as necessary, to provide for recovery of operating expenses and debt service
payments. When deemed necessary and approved by the Board of Directors, rates can be raised by providing at least
60 days’ notice to the Authority’s customers. By statute, the Authority is a self-regulated entity and its rates do not
come under the jurisdiction of the Oklahoma Corporation Commission. The rates charged by the Authority for the sale
of electric power and energy are not currently regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) or any
other state or federal authority; however, GRDA’s transmission tariff is filed and approved by FERC, as part of the
SPP open access tariff.
Oklahoma law requires the Authority to maintain rates which are sufficient to produce adequate revenues to fulfill the
obligations of the Authority. These obligations include payment of all maintenance and operation expenses, interest and
principal of all bonds, sinking fund and/or reserve fund payments agreed to be made in respect of any such bonds, and any
other obligations or agreements made with the holder of such bonds and/or with any person on behalf of such holder. The
Authority agreed with its customers to not adopt or charge excess rates and to ensure rates will be applied in a reasonable,
and not unduly discriminatory, manner to all customers served under the same rate schedules at the same service level.
The Authority’s rates have three main components: demand, energy, and PCA. The amount of the rate is dependent upon
the level of service for which the customer has contracted: generation bus, transmission, primary distribution, or distribution.
Average Customer Rates
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thousand in fuel and purchased power costs were overrecovered on December 31, 2020, while $2.1 million in
fuel and purchased power costs were under-recovered at
the end of 2019.

OPERATING EXPENSES

The PCA is an adjustment mechanism that allows the
Authority to recover Fuel and Purchased Power costs,
for contract sales to wholesale and retail customers,
over a rolling twelve-month period. Prior to April 1,
2019, the Authority’s base energy rates included an
estimated power cost (fuel and purchased power) of
23 mills per kWh. Effective April 1, 2019, the 23 mills
per kWh of estimated power cost was restructured out
of the base rate into the PCA recovery calculation. The
graph titled “Average Customer Rates (Cents per
kWh)” reflects the removal of this 23 mills per kWh of
estimated power cost from the base rate in the dark
blue bars. This graph also shows an overall rate
reduction, due to lower PCA costs, in both 2020 and
2019, as compared to prior years.
The PCA revenues also reflect an accrual of any over or
under-collected fuel costs. Approximately $927
Purchased Power
$140,000,000
$120,000,000

Operating Expenses for 2020, like 2019, continued on a
$100,000,000
downward trend as they decreased $9.9 million, or 3%,
following a $19.4 million, or 5%, decrease in the prior
$80,000,000
year. The most significant driver of the reduced Operating
$60,000,000
Expenses for 2020 was a $21.5 million decrease in fuel
$40,000,000
expense, offset by increases in Operations of $3.0 million,
$20,000,000
Purchased Power of $3.3 million, and $7.9 million in
Administrative and General expenses. As previously
$0
mentioned, the Purchased Power expense reduction is
2016
2017
2018
partially responsible for the 2019 decrease, as it dropped
2019
2020
by $23.9 million, or 27%. See the graph titled “Purchased
Power” for the trend in Purchased Power expenses over the
last five years. Fuel increased in 2019 by $9.1 million, or 10%. This is due to the Authority generating more power from
owned resources in 2019, resulting in purchasing less from the Integrated Marketplace. Operations and Maintenance
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expenses decreased by $5.0 million in 2019 due to the continued rollout and implementation of multiple operational
efficiencies throughout the Authority’s generation, transmission, and distribution operations. Administrative and General
Expenses increased in 2020 by $7.9 million or 33%, after also increasing in 2019 by $5.5 million, or 30%. These fluctuations
are largely due to pension expense recognition required by GASB 68, which is discussed further in Deferred Inflows of
Resources and Deferred Outflows of Resources. Historically, Administrative and General Expenses included the settlement
of claims, insurance deductibles, employee insurance premiums, and post-retirement benefits. With the implementation of
GASB 68, GRDA has experienced some variability of expenses in this area. The Statement requires current year
contributions to be recorded as a reduction in the long-term pension liability, rather than a current year expense, and
introduced other variables to recognition of current year expense. For 2018, the Authority also implemented GASB
Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions (GASB 75).
Similar to the Statement related to pensions, this Statement establishes standards for recognizing and measuring liabilities,
deferred outflows of resources, deferred inflows of resources, and expense for defined benefit other post-employment
benefits. This required the Authority to restate 2018 opening Net Position, reducing it by $12.6 million.
Depreciation expense decreased by $2.8 million, or 4%, after a 2019 decrease of $5.1 million, or 6%. Depreciation is trending
downward due to the retirement of GREC 1 and the original installation of GREC 2 reaching the end of its originallyestimated useful life.

SIGNIFICANT ASSETS AND DEBT ADMINISTRATION
Capital Assets

Significant asset additions for 2020 included the GREC 2 restoration, resulting from the mechanical outage previously
discussed, as well as a project to improve the Pensacola bridge support structures. For 2019, significant asset additions were
mostly related to construction of infrastructure to serve new and expanding customers and investment related to the
relicensing of the Pensacola hydro project.
The Redbud combined-cycle natural gas unit long term service agreement’s generating hour milestones for significant capital
investment were also triggered, as planned major outages on all four generating units required investment of $28.0 million
in capital assets in 2019.
2020
Generation Capacity
(MW)

Wind

Combined-Cycle Gas

Thermal-Coal

Run-of-River Hydro

Pumped-Storage Hydro

Customer-Owned

The Authority continues to reinvest in its transmission
and distribution systems, as well as the communication
system, upgrading and replacing components of lines,
substations, and repeaters to ensure reliability in
meeting our customers’ needs.
As shown in Note 4 to Financial Statements, Utility Plant,
the majority of Net Utility Plant consists of a diverse
mixture of hydroelectric, coal, and natural gas generation
resources, supported by a transmission system for the
delivery of power and energy. The pie chart labeled “2020
Generation Capacity (MW)” reflects GRDA’s generation
capacity by fuel source. The Authority has contracts for
firm wind purchases of 387 MW from Oklahoma wind
farms. In combination with existing hydroelectric
generation, these diverse resources allow the Authority to
provide reliable electricity for customers, while also
striving to excel in environmental stewardship.

Restricted Assets

The Authority’s General Bond Resolution No. 5107
requires Debt Service Reserve Funds to be set aside and that the Debt Service Reserve account be equal to the “Maximum
Aggregate Debt Service.” Upon issuance of the Series 2017 Bonds, the Debt Service Reserve requirement was calculated
to be $86.0 million.
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The Authority normally keeps an excess in restricted accounts to compensate for any unforeseen market value
fluctuations of investments in the account. As of December 31, 2020, the balance in the Debt Service Reserve account
was $97.1 million and included an excess deposit of $11.1 million. As discussed further in Note 2 to Financial
Statements, Deposits and Investments, any excess balance in the Debt Service Reserve account is reflected as a
restricted asset, because bond proceeds were used to initially fund the account and carry associated restrictions on how
the funds can be used. Excess debt service reserve deposits have been used to make bond principal payments.
The restricted accounts for other special purposes relate to wildlife mitigation, pursuant to hydro licensing requirements.
Each of the restrictions is discussed in further detail in Note 2 to Financial Statements, Deposits and Investments.
The Authority has conservative investment requirements which protect against investment losses, although the yields
earned on eligible investments reflect the reduced risk. The priority of the investment policies is to protect the deposits,
rather than earn speculative income.

Deferred Inflows of Resources and Deferred Outflows of Resources

The Authority follows accounting for regulated operations in accordance with GASB 62, which requires approval from
the Board of Directors, as they represent the regulatory body for the Authority. Board Resolution 5307 was approved to
defer revenues related to capital, cost and insurance recoveries received, and to recognize those revenues in the same
periods as the assets funded by those insurance recoveries are depreciated. This resolution is intended to clarify and
support the appropriate accounting treatment of the capital, cost and insurance recoveries, and depreciation of assets, for
the 2016 GREC 2 fire. The Authority’s Board of Directors further expanded the use of regulated operations in 2017 by
adopting Board Resolution 5325, which transferred discretion to the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) to allow the Authority
to defer revenues related to third-party reimbursements for capital assets procured or constructed. These revenues, like
the aforementioned insurance recoveries deferred, will be recognized in proportion to the depreciation of the assets for
which the revenue was earned. In 2020, the Authority passed Board Resolution 5388, which granted the CFO the
discretion to adopt regulatory accounting for the deferral of certain expenses, in accordance with GASB 62. Additionally
in 2020, the Authority expanded its policy for regulatory assets. This created a threshold for the treatment and recognition
of revenues, with a minimum of $1.0 million for individual projects, or $100,000 in annual amortization amounts. As a
result of the established threshold, the Authority recognized $2.4 million in revenues, previously held in Deferred
Inflows. See Note 5 to Financial Statements, Costs Recovered or to be Recovered from Future Revenues.
The Deferred Outflows Related to Loss on Reacquired Debt decreased by $3.3 million in 2020 and $3.4 million in 2019,
both due entirely to amortization. These balances will be amortized over the life of the associated debt.
The Deferred Outflows of Resources Related to Pension Plans totaled $13.5 million and $4.3 million for 2020 and 2019,
respectively, while Deferred Inflow of Resources Related to Pension Plans totaled $604 thousand and $1.9 million in 2020
and 2019, respectively. These amounts represent the Differences in Experience, Differences in Assumption, Investment
Gain/Deficit, and Changes in Proportion from the actuarial studies performed on defined benefit plans. See Note 7 to
Financial Statements, Retirement Plans, Postretirement, and Other Employee Benefits.
As noted previously, the Authority implemented GASB 75 in 2018. Similar to the Statement related to pensions, this
Statement establishes standards for recognizing and measuring liabilities, deferred outflows of resources, deferred inflows
of resources, and expense for defined benefit other post-employment benefits. Though the Deferred Outflows of Resources
and Deferred Inflows of Resources relate to changes of actuarial assumptions, the Authority contributions subsequent to the
actuarial measurement date are also included in the Deferred Outflows of Resources. Deferred Inflows of Resources Related
to Other Postemployment Benefits was $634 thousand in 2020 and $830 thousand in 2019, while Deferred Outflows of
Resources Related to Other Postemployment Benefits totaled $3.4 million in 2020 and $1.1 million in 2019.
As stated previously, the Authority expanded its Energy Hedging Program, through which the Authority has entered into
derivative transactions related to the purchase of natural gas. At the end of 2020 and 2019, the Authority reported Deferred
Outflows of Resources Related to Derivative Hedges of $333 thousand and $2.6 million, which represent anticipated losses
of the same amount to be recognized in future years.
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The Authority is not authorized to mortgage or pledge any assets for the repayment of debt. Instead, the bonds issued are
revenue bonds, which pledge the future revenues of GRDA’s entire electric system to repay bondholders. The graph
“Future Debt Service Depicting Principal and Interest (thousands)” provides an indication of how much principal and
interest are due each year, until all currently outstanding bonds mature in 2040. The graph distinguishes between the
matured bonds and the currently outstanding issues.
As indicated in Note 6 to Financial Statements, Bonds Payable, GRDA makes monthly sinking fund payments to the bond
trustee, which are reflected as Current Investments Restricted for Bond Service. The bondholders are then paid annual principal
payments on June 1 and semi-annual interest payments on June 1 and December 1 of each year.
In late 2019, Fitch Ratings issued a rating affirmation of A+, with a stable outlook. In early 2021, Moody’s Investor Service
and Standard and Poor’s issued rating affirmations of A1, with a stable outlook, and AA-, with a stable outlook, respectively.
These affirmations were largely due to the Authority’s continuing financial health and increasing debt leverage.
Public Financial Management (PFM) represents the Authority as financial advisor to ensure it meets current and longterm operations and capital financing needs and to render assistance with respect to debt transactions. PFM is acting as
the Authority’s Independent Municipal Advisor, as defined by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in
connection with all general capital markets activity.

CHANGE IN FINANCIAL POSITION
The Authority’s financial position continues to improve year over year. The Authority’s cash reserve levels, in conjunction
with a formalized Cash Reserve Policy that was approved by the Board of Directors in 2018, has positioned the Authority
to continue with its capital improvement plan while holding base rates steady, as well as be prepared for events such as
Winter Storm Uri, previously discussed. Debt service coverage has remained excellent, far exceeding the one-time’s
coverage required by debt covenants and allowing for a contribution to the rate stabilization account. The Authority’s
Board of Directors ensures that GRDA’s success continues and plans are implemented efficiently and effectively. They
continue to challenge management to strive for excellence.
Wholesale customers provide financial security with long-term contracts. The Authority has been humbled by, and is
motivated by, the active support of its wholesale customers and is actively working with this customer group to prepare
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for the onslaught of changes facing the utility industry. While the wholesale load is experiencing slight declines, longterm revenue projections are more reliable, as many of the all-requirements contracts with the municipal customers run
two years longer than any of GRDA’s outstanding debt. Continued industrial expansion in the Mid America Industrial
Park has led to increasing sales within the Industrial and Commercial customer classes, offsetting the slight declines
of the wholesale load and providing for forecasted growth in sales.
The 2020 “A Grand Vision for the Future” set the foundation of financial health to ensure resiliency against early 2021
events. The 2019 “Year of Implementation” was marked by the identification and rollout of initiatives aimed at the
reduction of expenses and the ability of the Authority to hold rates steady.

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

GRDA has a positive economic outlook due to sound financial and operational fundamentals and solid, mutually beneficial,
long-term customer relationships, as well as new and expanding customer relationships. GRDA’s rates remain competitive,
as indicated in ten-year financial projections. Strong cash reserves are in place to fund capital reinvestment without need to
issue additional debt, improving the debt-to-equity ratio for the Authority. The retail customers served by GRDA are diverse
and service-oriented, with forecasted growth throughout the upcoming years.
Net Income for 2020 was substantial enough to allow for the aforementioned contribution to the rate stabilization account,
ensuring mitigation of future rate increase impacts.
The Authority and its customers continue to work together to educate end users regarding the connection between
efficiency, demand, and affordability. This will aid in managing end users’ expectations of their electricity providers as
the impact of the Integrated Marketplace and technology, such as distributed generation, introduce new and varying
aspects to the utility industry.
The Authority protects the waters of the Grand River and the environments associated with it and utilizes Oklahoma’s natural
gas, water, and wind resources to generate electricity. The Authority meets customers’ needs and environmental mandates
with diversified resources and generation. The diversity in GRDA’s generation portfolio provides a hedge to risks, such as
fuel supply, Integrated Marketplace competition, and environmental legislation. The generation assets are supported by a
robust transmission grid. The Authority has a favorable economic outlook because its electric system profile has low-debt
costs, strong customer support, and coordinated resource planning.

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

This report is intended to provide our customers, bondholders, citizens of the state of Oklahoma, and other interested parties
with a general overview of GRDA’s financial position, results of operations, and to demonstrate accountability for the
revenues GRDA receives.
Questions about this report, or requests for additional financial information, should be directed to the Authority at:
Grand River Dam Authority, PO Box 669, Chouteau, OK 74337.
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STATEMENTS OF NET POSITION

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019

2020
ASSETS:
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents:
General operating accounts
Restricted accounts
Investments:
General operating accounts
Restricted accounts
Accounts receivable - net
Accrued interest receivable
Fuel stock
Materials and supplies
Under recovered fuel costs
Prepaid assets

$

Total current assets

34,103,110
895,853

2019

$

28,532,389
5,036,824

59,233,656
27,913,493
36,787,919
1,837,011
9,341,945
44,966,363
5,031,890

92,274,589
25,085,194
33,530,818
1,834,235
18,701,071
43,233,378
2,080,723
4,250,800

220,111,240

254,560,021

Noncurrent assets:
Investments:
General operating accounts
Restricted accounts
Prepaid assets
Net utility plant:
Nondepreciable - at original cost
Depreciable - at original cost less depreciation
Other noncurrent assets

209,347,964
169,152,134
-

203,561,997
112,729,941
919,461

74,649,307
1,153,556,637
11,972,912

69,391,957
1,183,307,375
3,000,068

Total noncurrent assets

1,618,678,954

1,572,910,799

1,838,790,194

1,827,470,820

13,484,694
3,408,830
27,810,693
333,110

4,286,903
1,051,412
31,079,603
2,595,165

45,037,327

39,013,083

35,130,367
3,640,229
39,240,000
926,974

32,255,337
3,784,488
37,505,000
2,166,076
-

78,937,570

75,710,901

951,431,405
23,192,358
19,461,886
10,921,596

1,001,295,522
5,463,835
16,980,723
10,686,436

1,005,007,245

1,034,426,516

1,083,944,815

1,110,137,417

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES:
Related to pension plans
Related to post employment benefits
Related to costs recovered or to be recovered

603,759
633,829
88,634,963

1,905,145
829,895
77,173,332

Total deferred inflows of resources

89,872,551

79,908,372

305,481,403

281,454,483

40,381,000
22,889,999
2,208,452
339,049,301

39,998,000
21,877,917
2,186,412
330,921,302

TOTAL ASSETS
DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES:
Related to pension plans
Related to post employment benefits
Related to loss on advanced refunding
Related to derivative hedges
Total deferred outflows of resources
LIABILITIES:
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Accrued interest payable
Bonds payable - current portion
Unearned revenues related to insurance proceeds
Over recovered fuel costs
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities:
Bonds payable - net
Liabilities related to pension plans
Liabilities related to post employment benefits
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total noncurrent liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

NET POSITION:
Net investment in capital assets
Restricted for:
Board Designated
Debt service
Other special purposes
Unrestricted
TOTAL NET POSITION
See notes to financial statements.
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$

710,010,155

$

676,438,114
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STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN NET POSITION

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019

2020
OPERATING REVENUES:
Sales of power
Other operating revenues
Regulatory asset revenues
Transfer (provision) for rate stabilization

$

2019

380,115,355 $
24,695,083
24,057,317
(31,703,098)

399,342,391
26,566,101
2,949,837
-

397,164,657

428,858,329

(82,451,994)
(72,422,157)
(68,833,979)
(68,162,828)
(31,624,140)
(24,722,494)

(103,982,895)
(75,266,780)
(65,806,547)
(64,864,171)
(23,708,144)
(24,447,446)

(348,217,592)

(358,075,983)

OPERATING INCOME

48,947,065

70,782,346

NONOPERATING REVENUES AND (EXPENSES):
Investment income - net
Award revenue - operating
Income (loss) - non-operating
Loss - non-utility operations
Interest expense
Costs recovered or to be recovered
Amortization of debt discount and financing costs
Amortization of bond premium

17,846,422
86,255
3,182
(4,445,325)
(47,672,958)
(3,854,699)
(38,706)
10,662,823

19,416,075
(259,865)
(40,734)
(4,163,639)
(49,296,921)
(33,196,760)
(92,894)
11,028,883

(27,413,006)

(56,605,855)

12,037,982

39,771,093

12,037,982

39,771,093

NET INCREASE IN NET POSITION

33,572,041

53,947,584

NET POSITION - Beginning of year

676,438,114

622,490,530

710,010,155 $

676,438,114

Total operating revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES:
Fuel
Depreciation
Operations
Purchased power - net
Administrative and general
Maintenance
Total operating expenses

Total nonoperating expenses
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS:
Award revenue - capital
Total capital contributions

NET POSITION - End of year

$

See notes to financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
2020
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Received from customers
Received from award revenues - operating
Payments to employees for services
Payments to suppliers for goods and services

$

393,917,885 $
192,359
(47,972,239)
(201,599,362)
144,538,643

Net cash provided by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Additions to utility plant
Payments for retirements of utility plant
Received from sales of retirements of utility plant
Received from award revenues -- capital
Insurance proceeds received
Insurance proceeds spent
Repayment of principal
Interest paid
Net cash used in capital and related financing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Interest received
Purchases of securities
Proceeds from sales and maturities of securities
Net cash provided by investing activities
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS - Beginning of year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS - End of year

2019
434,350,302
664,652
(46,117,406)
(206,858,275)
182,039,273

(50,010,697)
(652,710)
2,653,891
6,654,457
(2,166,076)
(37,505,000)
(44,548,307)

(112,543,055)
(227,493)
243,953
2,023,810
5,700,000
(3,533,924)
(26,205,000)
(45,940,783)

(125,574,442)

(180,482,492)

9,473,317
(770,008,486)
743,000,718

10,943,709
(698,707,507)
694,822,295

(17,534,451)

7,058,497

1,429,750

8,615,278

33,569,213

24,953,935

$

34,998,963

$

33,569,213

$

5,674,490

$

8,854,736

NONCASH ITEMS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Noncash award revenues - capital
NONCASH ITEMS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Change in unrealized gain (loss) on investments

$

(1,645,653) $

9,909,326

Amortization of premiums and discounts

$

(399,252) $

2,355,019

RECONCILIATION OF OPERATING INCOME TO NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Operating income
Noncash items included in net operating income:
Income from nonutility operations
Depreciation
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Receivables:
Customers
Other
Fuel stock
Materials and supplies
Other
Deferred outflows related to pension plans
Deferred outflows related to post employment benefits
Deferred outflows related to derivative hedges
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Over (under) recovered fuel costs
Other noncurrent liabilities
Deferred inflows related to pension plans
Deferred inflows related to rate stabilization
Deferred inflows related to deferred revenues
Deferred inflows related to derivative hedges
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
See notes to financial statements.
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$

$

48,947,065

$

70,782,346

(2,963,597)
72,422,157

(563,969)
75,266,780

(2,426,761)
(3,836,589)
9,359,125
(1,732,985)
(62,293)
(9,197,791)
(2,357,418)
2,262,055
508,290
3,007,697
20,645,509
(1,497,452)
12,000,000
(538,369)
-

4,887,397
3,335,277
476,060
12,236,506
1,561,429
3,039,703
17,129
(2,595,165)
(9,981,322)
(8,668,517)
3,559,618
(839,148)
(1,296,902)
31,522,441
(700,390)

144,538,643

$

182,039,273
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

AS OF AND FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019

1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Nature of Business—The Grand River Dam Authority (the “Authority” or “GRDA”), a non-appropriated state agency was
created by the State of Oklahoma in 1935 as a conservation and reclamation district. The Authority has the power to control,
store, preserve, and distribute the waters of the Grand River and its tributaries for any useful purpose and to develop and generate
water power, electric power, and electric energy within the boundaries of the Authority and to buy, sell, resell, interchange, and
distribute electric power and energy. The Grand River lies entirely within Oklahoma, but its drainage basin also extends over
the states of Arkansas, Kansas, and Missouri. As part of the Authority’s licensing agreements, the Authority also has lake area
responsibilities. The costs of those activities are funded primarily through electricity sales. The Authority’s financial statements
are included in the state of Oklahoma Comprehensive Annual Financial Report as a discretely presented component unit.
Basis of Accounting—The Authority is licensed to operate under the Federal Power Act, which requires the use of the uniform
system of accounts, prescribed for public utilities and licensees. The Authority is a cost-of-service organization and establishes
its rates to provide revenues sufficient to pay all expenses necessary for the operation and maintenance of the system, all
payments, transfers, and deposits related to outstanding debt, and all other charges or obligations imposed by law or contract.
Basis of Presentation—The Authority’s basic financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement
focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues, expenses, gains, losses, assets, deferred outflows of resources, liabilities,
and deferred inflows of resources resulting from exchange and exchange-like transactions are recognized when the exchange
takes place.
The Authority’s basic financial statements conform to the provisions of standards issued by the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB). GASB establishes standards for external financial reporting for all state and local governmental
entities, which include Statements of Net Position, Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position, and
Statements of Cash Flows. It requires the classification of net position into three components—net investment in capital assets,
restricted, and unrestricted. These classifications are defined as follows:
Net Investment in Capital Assets—This component of net position consists of capital assets, net of accumulated
depreciation and costs recovered or to be recovered from future revenues reduced by the outstanding balances of any bonds,
mortgages, notes, or other borrowings that are attributable to the acquisition, construction, or improvement of those assets.
If there are significant unspent related debt proceeds at year-end, the portion of the debt attributable to the unspent proceeds
is not included in the calculation of net investment in capital assets. Rather, that portion of the debt is included in the same
net position component as the unspent proceeds.
Restricted—This component of net position consists of funds subject to constraints placed on net position use through
external constraints imposed by creditors (such as through debt covenants), contributors, or laws or regulations of other
governments or constraints imposed by law through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation. When both restricted
and unrestricted resources are available for use for the same purpose, it is the Authority’s practice to use unrestricted resources
first, then restricted resources as they are needed, unless directed by the Board of Directors, as enabled by legislation.
Unrestricted Net Position—This component of net position consists of any remaining net position that does not meet the
definition of “restricted” or “net investment in capital assets.”
Estimates—The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the
reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Cash and Cash Equivalents— Cash and cash equivalents include unrestricted cash in banks, unrestricted money market funds,
and unrestricted certificates of deposit with original maturities of three months or less. Balances are presented on a net basis to
the extent such balances are subject to the right of offset. Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents are shown as General Operating
Accounts and restricted cash and cash equivalent are shown as Restricted Accounts on the Statements of Net Position.
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Investments—Investments principally comprise U.S. government securities, U.S. government agencies, U.S.
government-sponsored enterprises, state government obligations, money market funds, certificates of deposit and
Certificates of Deposit Account Registry Service. The Authority reports investments at fair value, which is the price that
would be received to sell an asset in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.
Unrestricted investments are shown as General Operating Accounts and restricted investments are shown as Restricted
Accounts on the Statements of Net Position.
Fuel Stock—Fuel stock is valued using the lower of the average cost method or fair market value. The deliveredcommodity
is expensed monthly based on fuel burned, and undistributed costs, which includes costs of coal handling and railcar and
railroad track maintenance, are expensed monthly independent of fuel burned.
Materials and Supplies—Materials and supplies are valued using the average cost and specific identification methods.
Under/Over Recovered Fuel Costs—The Authority’s rate structure, as approved by the Board of Directors, allows the
Authority to increase or decrease monthly charges from municipal, industrial, cooperative, and off-system firm customers to
recover actual fuel costs incurred by the Authority. This monthly charge, referred to as the Power Cost Adjustment (PCA),
is calculated monthly based on a 12-month average of fuel costs. The cumulative difference between the actual fuel costs
and the revenue collected by the PCA is reflected as either an asset (“under recovery”) or liability (“over recovery”) in the
Authority’s accompanying Statements of Net Position, as these amounts will be included in the PCA Factor and either
collected from or refunded to customers of the Authority in subsequent periods.
Joint Ownership—On October 1, 2008, the Authority purchased certain assets and assumed certain liabilities in the Redbud
combined-cycle gas plant near Luther, Oklahoma. The Authority’s undivided interest in the assets and liabilities of the
facility is 36%, while Oklahoma Gas & Electric’s (OG&E) interest is 51%, and Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority’s
(OMPA) interest is 13%.
OG&E operates the Redbud facility under an operating agreement with the Authority and OMPA and allocates certain costs
and expenses attributable to Redbud to the Authority and to OMPA in accordance with their undivided ownership interests
(36% and 13%, respectively). The Redbud facility has long-term service agreements with a large industrial manufacturer for
the maintenance of the gas and steam turbines. These amounts have been included in the contractual commitments in Note
9 to Financial Statements, Commitments and Contingencies.
Utility Plant and Depreciation—The cost of utility plant includes direct costs, such as material, labor, and payments to
contractors, as well as indirect costs, such as engineering, supervision, and administrative and general expenses. Generally,
assets which have a cost of $500 or more at the date of acquisition and have an expected useful life of more than one year,
and are not consumable, are capitalized. The cost of maintenance and repairs to property is expensed. Consistent with the
Redbud plant operator’s treatment, certain costs of the long-term service agreement payments for the Redbud plant are
capitalized. Gain or loss is recognized on retirements and dispositions.
Depreciation is computed on the straight-line basis at rates based upon the estimated useful lives of assets. Depreciation
expense, calculated as a percentage of depreciable plant, averaged approximately 5.9% and 6.0% for each of the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019.
The utility depreciable property classes range from 3 to 87 years. The depreciable lives for the Redbud plant generally align
with the majority owner.
Costs Recovered or to be Recovered—Certain items included in operating costs are recovered by the Authority through
rates set by the Board of Directors. The Authority, as a self-regulated utility, is subject to the requirements of GASB
Statement No. 62, Codification of Accounting and Financial Reporting Guidance Contained in Pre- November 30, 1989
FASB and AICPA Pronouncements. GASB Statement No. 62 provides that certain costs that would otherwise be charged
to revenue and expense can be deferred as regulatory liabilities and assets, based on the expected recovery from customers
in future rates. Recognition of these costs is deferred to the extent that such costs are later included in rates charged by
the Authority in future years.
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Management continuously monitors the future recoverability of regulatory items, and when, in management’s judgment,
any future recovery becomes impaired, the amount of the regulatory asset is reduced or written off, as appropriate. For
additional information about the costs recovered or to be recovered, see Note 5 to Financial Statements, Costs Recovered
or to be Recovered.
Bonds Payable—The Authority is operating under its Board’s General Bond Resolution No. 5107 (“Resolution No. 5107”),
which provides for the issuance of revenue bonds and defines eligible investment securities.
Unamortized Debt Discount or Premium—Debt discount or premium are amortized using the bonds outstanding method
over the periods of the applicable issues.
Unamortized Gains and Losses on Advance Refunding of Long-Term Debt—Gains and losses realized on advance
refunding of long-term debt are deferred and amortized over the shorter of the life of the new bonds or the related refunding
issues using the bonds outstanding method.
Deferred Outflows—In addition to assets, the Statements of Net Position reports a separate section for the deferred
outflows of resources. This separate financial statement element represents a consumption of net position that applies
to a future period and so will not be recognized as an outflow of resources (expense) until then. The deferred outflows
of resources relate to deferrals required by GASB 68 and 71 related to pension obligations, deferrals required by GASB
Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other than Pensions, related to
other postemployment benefits (OPEB), deferred losses on reacquired debt, and derivative hedges. For additional
information about the pension plans and OPEB, see Note 7 to Financial Statements, Retirement Plans, Postretirement,
and Other Employee Benefits. For additional information about the loss on reacquired debt, see Note 6 to Financial
Statements, Bonds Payable. Refer to Note 11 to Financial Statements, Risk Management, for additional information
related to derivative hedges.
Deferred Inflows—In addition to liabilities, the Statements of Net Position reports a separate section for deferred inflows
of resources. This separate financial statement element, deferred inflows of resources, represents an acquisition of net
position that applies to a future period and so will not be recognized as an inflow of resources (revenue) until that time. The
deferred inflows of resources relate to deferrals required by GASB 68 related to pension obligations, deferrals required by
GASB 75 related to other postemployment benefits (OPEB), regulated operations, which includes deferred revenues from
third-party contributions to capital projects and contributions to a rate stabilization account. For additional information about
the pension plans and OPEB, see Note 7 to Financial Statements, Retirement Plans, Postretirement, and Other Employee
Benefits. For additional information about regulated operations, see Note 5 to Financial Statements, Costs Recovered or to
be Recovered.
Operating and Nonoperating Revenues and Expenses—Operating revenues include the sales of power. Other operating
revenues consist primarily of transmission revenues, but also include sales of water, lake permitting fees, and renewable
energy certificates. Regulatory asset revenues are the recognition of deferred revenues. Operating expenses include costs to
operate and maintain the Authority’s generation and transmission assets, and also include fuel, purchased power,
depreciation, and administrative and general expenses. Nonoperating revenues include investment income, net increase in
the fair value of investments, amortization of bond premiums, and income fromnonutility operations, which includes scenic
river operations fees. Nonoperating expenses include interest expense, costs recovered or to be recovered from future
revenues, amortization of bond-related expenses, and expenses from nonutility operations, which include scenic river
operating expenses.
Purchased Power—Purchased power includes the cost of energy purchased for resale to contract customers. Included are
the settlements for the hourly net exchange of electricity in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Integrated Marketplace and
bilateral purchases from counterparties, including energy purchased under wind purchase agreements and customer capacity
purchase agreements.
Energy Hedging—GRDA has a formalized Risk Management Policy and Energy Hedging Program. Accordingly, GRDA
evaluates transactions under GASB Statement No. 53, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Derivative Instruments. For
additional information about the hedging program, see Note 11 to Financial Statements, Risk Management.
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Capital Contributions—Cash and capital assets are contributed to the Authority from customers, municipalities, or external
parties. The value of property contributed to the Authority is reported as award revenues on the accompanying Statements
of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position.
Income Taxes—The Authority is a governmental agency organized under the laws of the State of Oklahoma and is not
subject to federal or Oklahoma state income taxes.
Comparative Data—Certain amounts presented in the prior year data may have been reclassified to be consistent with the
current year’s presentation.
Adoption of New Accounting Standards—During the year, the Authority did not adopt any new accounting standards.
Recently Issued Accounting Standards—The following accounting standards will be adopted as applicable in future
periods: GASB Statement No. 87, Leases, GASB Statement No. 91, Conduit Debt Obligations and GASB Statement No.
92, Omnibus 2020, GASB Statement No. 93, Replacement of Interbank Offered Rates, GASB Statement No. 94, PublicPrivate and Public-Public Partnerships and Availability Payment Arrangements, GASBStatement No. 95, Postponement of
the Effective Dates of Certain Authoritative Guidance, GASB Statement No. 96, Subscription-Based Information
Technology Arrangements, and GASB Statement No. 97, Certain ComponentUnit Criteria, and Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Deferred Compensation Plans—an amendment of GASB Statements No.
14 and No. 84, and a supersession of GASB Statement No. 32. When they become effective, application of these standards
may restate portions of thesefinancial statements.

2.

DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS

The Authority’s Resolution No. 5107 provides for the issuance of revenue bonds and defines eligible investment securities
as investments allowed pursuant to the Authority’s investment policy. The Authority’s Board Policy 5-2 defines the
following categories of investments (1) bonds or other obligations, which are direct obligations of the United States of
America, (2) bonds or other specifically named obligations, which are indirectly guaranteed by the United States of
America, (3) direct and general obligations of any state which are rated in the two highest major categories of Moody’s,
Standard & Poor’s (S&P), or Fitch, (4) certificates of deposit issued by a savings and loan association or a bank and trust
company which are collateralized by the securities described in (1) and (2) or which are fully insured by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), (5) repurchase agreements with banks or government bond dealers which are
secured by securities described in (1) and (2), (6) investment agreements with companies or banks whose senior debt
obligations are rated no lower than the second highest category of Moody’s, S&P, or Fitch, (7) short-term obligations of
any state or political subdivision which are rated in the highest short- term category by Moody’s or S&P, and (8) any cash
swap or similar arrangement of the Bond Fund Trustee, the investments of which are limited to securities described in (1)
and (2).
The Authority carries its investments at fair value. Fair value of a financial instrument is the price that would be received to
sell an asset in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The Authority and trustees
monitor collateral pledged to secure deposits in financial institutions for compliance with rules and regulations promulgated
by the Oklahoma State Treasurer.
Interest-Rate Risk—Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of
an investment. Resolution No. 5107 requires that investments not mature later than such times as the fundsshall be necessary
to provide monies when needed for payments to be made from the Debt Service Account, and inthe case of the Debt Service
Reserve Account, unless otherwise provided in a Supplemental Resolution, not later than ten (10) years from the date of
investment. The Authority’s Board Policy 5-2 provides that general fund investments shall also not mature later than ten
(10) years from the date of investment and requires specific diversification percentages by security type to reduce overall
portfolio risk. The Authority attempts to hold the investments to maturity, which minimizes the exposure to rising interest
rates and the investments are classified using a weighted average maturity.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority had the following investments (classified as either General Operating
investments or Restricted investments on the Statements of Net Position) and corresponding maturities:
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Investment Type

Fair Value

U.S. government securities
U.S. Treasury Bills
U.S. Treasury Notes
U.S. government sponsored enterprises
FFCB
FHLB
FHLMC
FNMA
GNMA
State government obligations
Total

Investment Type
U.S. government securities
U.S. Treasury Bills
U.S. Treasury Notes
U.S. government sponsored enterprises
FFCB
FHLB
FHLMC
FNMA
GNMA
Total

2020
Investment Maturities (in Years)
Less than 1
1-5
6-10

$ 25,973,985
205,804,496

$ 25,973,985
2,523,225

25,534,370
11,452,195
90,651,648
61,212,239
22,769,989
4,058,255

17,206,090
5,013,425
17,059,177
14,138,470
145,497
-

$ 447,457,177

$ 82,059,869

Fair Value

2019
Investment Maturities (in Years)
Less than 1
1-5
6-10

$ 25,509,993
189,468,542

$ 25,509,993
63,918,799

56,878,560
15,690,865
61,804,568
54,253,781
11,822,092

18,471,657
8,013,560
1,495,035
5,061,515
1,857,886

$ 415,428,401

$ 124,328,445

$

130,560,798

$

8,328,280
2,500,450
55,361,870
40,530,156
22,624,492
3,033,605

72,720,473
3,938,320
18,230,601
6,543,613
1,024,650

$ 262,939,651 $ 102,457,657

$

53,149,187
17,579,729
6,686,345
56,691,170
42,871,756
9,516,335

$

72,400,556
20,827,174
990,960
3,618,363
6,320,510
447,871

$ 186,494,522 $ 104,605,434

The above investment types exclude certificates of deposits.
Credit Risk—Credit risk is the risk that the insurer or other counterparty to an investment will not fulfill his obligation.
Mortgage-backed securities (MBS) are not rated, because the agencies that issue such securities did notapply to any of the
nationally recognized statistical rating organizations (NRSRO), such as Moody’s Investors Service and S&P for ratings on
their MBS. However, the agencies and the Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSE) carry “Aaa/AA+” ratings from
Moody’s and S&P for their debentures, and the MBS which carry their label (e.g., Federal National Mortgage Association—
”FNR”; Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation—”FHR”) are direct obligations of the agencies. Except for Federal
National Mortgage Association (“Fannie Mae”) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”), which
are government-sponsored quasi-governmentalagencies, the agencies have the backing of the U.S. Government; therefore,
the “Aaa/AA+/AAA” rating by Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch is implied. MBS issued by the Government National
Mortgage Association, with the label GNR, carry the explicit full faith and credit of the U.S. Government. Securities issued
by the Federal Farm Credit Bank (FFCB) and the Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB) are rated “Aaa/AA+/AAA” by Moody’s,
S&P, and Fitch credit rating agencies. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are rated “Aaa/AA+/AAA” by Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch
credit rating agencies. The MBS are senior in the credit structure to the debentures for the FNMA and FHLMC. The
certificates of deposit are held by various banks and are subject to the FDIC guarantees up to $250,000. The Authority
addresses credit risk of investments through the Authority’s Board Policy 5-2 which states that investments must be backed
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by the U.S. government, collateralized, fully insured by the FDIC, or be rated no lower than the second highest category of
Moody’s “Aa”, S&P “AA”, or Fitch “AA”.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority’s investments had the following ratings:
Investment Ratings

Moody’s/S&P/Fitch

U.S. government securities
U.S. government sponsored enterprises
State government obligations

“Aaa/AA+/AAA”
“Aaa/AA+/AAA”
“Aa1/AA/AA” or higher

2020

2019

$ 231,778,481
211,620,441
4,058,255

$ 214,978,535
200,449,866
-

As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority had the following portfolio of investments with credit exposure by
investment type as a percentage of total investments:

U.S. government securities
U.S. Treasury Bills
U.S. Treasury Notes
U.S. government sponsored enterprises
FFCB
FHLB
FHLMC
FNMA
GNMA
State government obligations

2020

2019

5.8 %
46.0

6.1 %
45.6

5.7
2.5
20.3
13.7
5.1
0.9

13.7
3.8
14.9
13.1
2.8
0.0

Custodial Credit Risk—Custodial credit risk is the risk that, in the event of the failure of the counterparty, the Authority will
not be able to recover the value of its investment for collateral securities that are in the possession of an outside party. All
money to be held by the Authority under Resolution No. 5107 is required to be deposited in one or more depositories in the
name of the Authority. All money deposited under the provisions of Resolution No. 5107 with the Bond Fund Trustee and
the Construction Fund Trustee is required to be held in trust and appliedonly in accordance with the provisions of Resolution
No. 5107; money held by the Authority and deposited in any depository is required to be held and secured in the manner
provided by Oklahoma law.
Restricted noncurrent investment funds in the bond service reserve account, and certain funds in the construction account
are included in Investments in Noncurrent assets on the Statements of Net Position. Restricted current investment funds in
the bond service account and certain deposits in the construction account are included in Investments in Current assets on
the Statements of Net Position. Restricted investments (noncurrent and current) are not available for general operations.
Unrestricted cash deposits, certificates of deposits and money market funds are fully collateralized or covered by FDIC.
Fair Value Measurements—According to GASB Statement No. 72, Fair Value Measurement and Application, the
Authority is required to disclose the valuation technique and level of inputs for all investments. The Authority’s investments
fall into input Level 1 and Level 2.
Level 1 inputs are quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the government can
access at the measurement date. Observable markets include exchange markets, dealer markets, brokered markets and
principal-to-principal markets.
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Level 2 inputs are inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either
directly or indirectly. These inputs are derived from or corroborated by observable market data through correlation or by
other means, e.g., “market-corroborated” inputs. Level 2 inputs include:
• Quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets
• Quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in inactive markets
• Inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability
• Market-corroborated inputs
Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability; they should be used only when relevant Level 1 and Level 2
inputs are unavailable. Governments may use their own data to develop unobservable inputs if there is no information
available without undue cost and effort. The Authority has no investments that fall into Level 3.
Money Market Funds and Certificates of Deposit are not subject to classification.
The valuation methods for each investment listed in the following fair value of investments table include interactive data
from Government/Agency Sector (GV/AGENCY) and Collaterized Mortgage Obligation Sector) pricing sources.

Level 1
U.S. government securities
U.S. government sponsored enterprises
State government obligations
Derivative instruments

$ 231,778,481
87,801,897
-

Level 2
$

Level 1
U.S. government securities
U.S. government sponsored enterprises
Derivative instruments
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$ 234,992,535
66,984,996
-

123,818,544
4,058,255
333,110

Level 2
$

2020
Fair Value
$

2019
Fair Value

113,450,870
2,595,165

Level 3

$

Total
-

Level 3

$ 231,778,481
211,620,441
4,058,255
333,110

Total
-

$ 234,992,535
180,435,866
2,595,165
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Carrying Values— Cash and cash equivalents and current and noncurrent investments on December 31, 2020 and 2019, follows:
General
Operations
Current:
Cash deposits - net
Money market funds - cash
and investments
U.S. government securities, agencies
sponsored enterprises & state
government obligations
Certificates of Deposit Account
Registry Service
Certificates of deposits maturity < 12 months

$

118,537

Board
Designated

Rate
Stabilization
(Restricted)

$

$

-

-

Bond
Service
(Restricted)

$

2020

-

Construction
(Restricted)

Bond Service
Reserve
(Restricted)

Other Special
Purposes
(Restricted)

$

$

$

-

-

1,872

Total

$

120,409
34,878,554

133,865

33,984,573

-

-

760,116

-

-

46,727,471

-

-

25,770,113

-

-

10,603,192

-

-

-

-

-

1,902,993

-

-

-

-

-

Total current

93,336,766

-

-

-

-

Non-current:
U.S. government securities, agencies
sponsored enterprises & state
government obligations
Money market funds

209,347,964
-

40,381,000
-

31,703,098

-

-

93,527,531
3,540,505

-

374,959,593
3,540,505

209,347,964

40,381,000

31,703,098

-

-

97,068,036

-

378,500,098

$ 302,684,730

$ 40,381,000

$ 31,703,098

$ 26,530,229

-

$ 97,068,036

$

Board
Designated

Rate
Stabilization
(Restricted)

Bond
Service
(Restricted)

Construction
(Restricted)

Bond Service
Reserve
(Restricted)

Other Special
Purposes
(Restricted)

$

$

$

Total noncurrent
Total cash and investments

General
Operations
Current:
Cash deposits - net
Money market funds - cash
and investments
U.S. government securities, agencies
sponsored enterprises & state
government obligations
Certificates of Deposit Account
Registry Service
Certificates of deposits maturity < 12 months

$

1,679,303 $

-

$

-

26,530,229

$

$
2019

-

-

2,143,380

12,746,572
1,902,993

2,279,117

-

2,279,117

122,146,112

$ 500,646,210

2,159,412 $
134,125

Total

3,838,715
29,730,498

26,853,086

-

-

577,211

80,053,325

-

-

25,085,194

10,328,466

-

-

1,892,798

-

-

Total current

120,806,978

-

-

Non-current:
U.S. government securities, agencies
sponsored enterprises & state
government obligations
Money market funds

163,563,997
-

39,998,000
-

19,703,098

-

-

87,024,786
6,002,057

-

310,289,881
6,002,057

163,563,997

39,998,000

19,703,098

-

-

93,026,843

-

316,291,938

Total noncurrent
Total cash and investments

2,166,076

-

72,497,584

-

-

-

-

105,138,519

-

-

-

-

10,328,466

-

-

-

-

1,892,798

25,662,405

$ 284,370,975 $ 39,998,000 $ 19,703,098 $ 25,662,405 $

2,166,076

-

2,166,076 $ 93,026,843 $

2,293,537

150,928,996

2,293,537 $ 467,220,934

Additional information relating to cash and investment restrictions follows:
Rate Stabilization— Customer contracts contain requirements for the establishment and funding of a Rate Stabilization
Account. Board Resolution No. 5107 and No. 5358 contain further guidelines for the establishment, maintenance, and
allocation of the fund. For the year ended December 31, 2016, the Authority established and deposited $21.0 million into
the Rate Stabilization Account (RSA I) In 2019, $1.3 million was used to credit wholesale full requirements customers, at a
rate of $.00055 per kWh. In October 2020, Board Resolution 5381 wasapproved to give the CEO the discretion to defer
certain revenues and authorized the creation of Rate Stabilization Account II. For the year ended December 31, 2020, $19.7
million in deferred revenues from RSA I was recognized. In addition, GRDA deferred an additional $31.7 million of
operating revenues into RSA II.
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Bond Service—On December 31, the bond service fund in the accompanying Statements of Net Position reflects the restricted
amount sufficient to pay seven months of principal and one month of interest due the following June 1.
Construction—On December 31, 2019, the construction fund in the accompanying Statements of Net Position reflects
insurance proceeds received in a trust fund for the settlement related to the 2019 GREC 2 Insurance Claim.
Bond Service Reserve—The restricted amount in the accompanying Statements of Net Position reflects, at a minimum, the
maximum aggregate debt service requirement for one year for all bonds outstanding per ResolutionNo. 5107.
Restricted for Other Special Purposes: FERC—Due to agreements with FERC, the Authority has restricted money fortwo
purposes. The first restriction is for the Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Fund, established in June 2003 as required by FERC.
The Authority funded an initial deposit of $260,000 in 2003 and was required to make $100,000 annual contributions
(adjusted for inflation) each year the Pensacola Dam license is in effect. In December 2015, the Authority funded the balance
of $1.45 million, which represented the estimated annual contributions through the year 2022. Generally, the purpose of this
fund is to support projects to protect and enhance fish and wildlife resources at the direction of various groups external to
the Authority. Expenditures of approximately $35,040 and $42,509 were made from the fund in 2020 and 2019, respectively.
The second restriction is for the Nature Conservancy Fund, established in May 2008 as required by FERC. The Authority
funded an initial deposit of $27,000 in 2008. The Authority is required to replenish the fund to $27,000 on the firstworking
day in January of each year. Generally, the purpose of this fund is to maintain bat caves protection on Grand Lake.
Expenditures of approximately $261 and $-0- were made from the fund in 2020 and 2019, respectively.
Restricted for Special Purposes: Other—The Authority also has restricted money for riparian leases under the Oklahoma
Conservation Commission and Grand River Dam Authority Cooperative Agreement, GRDA either acquired or secured
and paid for deeds of conservation easements. Enrollees that wish to terminate and/or are removed due to breech of
agreement from the Riparian Protection Easement Program are required to pay back a pro-rated amount of the remaining
years of the lump-sum payment received to the Authority as outlined in the agreement, the balance of which was $107,125
as of both December 31, 2020 and 2019, with the obligation to use the funds to secure additional easements within the
Illinois River Watershed.
The Reserve and Contingency Fund I and II—These designated, restricted funds were established in December 2004 as
Board-designated funds for future use. The intended use of these funds will be for extraordinary items such as maintenance,
operational and environmental expenses, or for expenses related to unforeseen risks, such asunscheduled outages, unexpected
purchased power, or other extraordinary expenses not covered by insurance proceeds. These Board-designated funds had a
balance of $40.4 million and $40.0 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
Line of Credit— In 2015, the Authority established an unsecured line of credit with Bank of Oklahoma to meet the requirements
for participating in the SPP Integrated Marketplace. In both December 31, 2020 and 2019, the line of credit was $8.0 million. The
line of credit expires May 31, 2022, but has an auto-renewal clause.
Realized Gains and Realized Losses— For purposes of computing gross realized gains and gross realized losses, cost is
determined by specific identification. The calculation of realized gains is independent of the calculation of the net increase in
the fair value of investments. Realized gains and losses on any investments that had been held for more than the current year
may have been recognized as an increase or decrease in the fair value of investments reported in prior years.
Gross realized gains and gross realized losses on sales of investment securities for the years ended December 31, 2020 and
2019, were as follows:
2020
Gross realized gains
Gross realized losses

$

13,879,743
(3,464,508)

2019
$

406,233
(2,687,465)

Gross realized gains and losses are included in Investment income in the accompanying Statements of Revenues, Expenses,
and Changes in Net Position.
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3. RECEIVABLES

Current accounts receivable is comprised on December 31, 2020 and 2019, of the following amounts:
2020

2019

Customers
Less allowance for doubtful accounts
Other

$ 32,258,685
(100,000)
4,629,234

$ 29,831,924
(100,000)
3,798,894

Total

$ 36,787,919

$ 33,530,818

On December 31, 2020, the Authority’s Other current accounts receivable, from the table above, includes rebates, reimbursable
amounts from grants, mutual aid events, and deeds of conservation, as well as lake-related billings.
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority has noncurrent receivables included in Other noncurrent assets of $814,197
and $252,202, respectively.

4. UTILITY PLANT

A summary of changes in utility plant for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, follows:

Capital assets - nondepreciable:
Land
Construction work in progress
Total capital assets - nondepreciable
Capital assets - depreciable:
GREC 1 coal-fired plant
GREC 2 coal-fired plant
GREC 3 combined-cycle gas plant
Redbud combined-cycle gas plant
Hydraulic production plants
Transmission system
Other properties and production plant

Less accumulated depreciation:
GREC 1 coal-fired plant
GREC 2 coal-fired plant
GREC 3 combined-cycle gas plant
Redbud combined-cycle gas plant
Hydraulic production plants
Transmission system
Other properties and production plant
Total capital assets - depreciable
Net utility plant
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Balance
December 31, 2019
$

38,501,422 $
30,890,535
69,391,957

334,566,390
527,613,218
457,334,619
384,315,499
185,985,082
451,529,762
137,236,423
2,478,580,993

(316,265,541)
(425,960,384)
(35,580,184)
(199,611,879)
(42,981,013)
(182,936,253)
(91,938,364)
(1,295,273,618)
1,183,307,375
$ 1,252,699,332 $

Additions/
Transfers

2020

711,520 $
4,581,855
5,293,375

(92,979,916)
108,622,589
(2,508,992)
1,454,220
1,566,525
23,739,666
6,526,047
46,420,139

79,071,913
(99,073,832)
(13,296,937)
(16,927,014)
(2,955,436)
(10,136,697)
(9,104,154)
(72,422,157)
(26,002,018)
(20,708,643) $

Retirements

Balance
December 31, 2020

(36,025) $
(36,025)

(241,586,474)
(3,996,511)
(680,985)
(91,864)
(2,330,161)
(11,601,047)
(260,287,042)

39,176,917
35,472,390
74,649,307

632,239,296
454,825,627
385,088,734
187,459,743
472,939,267
132,161,423
2,264,714,090

237,193,628
6,119,953
(518,914,263)
(48,877,121)
499,015
(216,039,878)
37,132
(45,899,317)
1,816,347
(191,256,603)
10,872,247
(90,170,271)
256,538,322
(1,111,157,453)
(3,748,720)
1,153,556,637
(3,784,745) $ 1,228,205,944
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Capital assets - nondepreciable:
Land
Construction work in progress
Total capital assets - nondepreciable
Capital assets - depreciable:
GREC 1 coal-fired plant
GREC 2 coal-fired plant
GREC 3 combined-cycle gas plant
Redbud combined-cycle gas plant
Hydraulic production plants
Transmission system
Other properties and production plant

Less accumulated depreciation:
GREC 1 coal-fired plant
GREC 2 coal-fired plant
GREC 3 combined-cycle gas plant
Redbud combined-cycle gas plant
Hydraulic production plants
Transmission system
Other properties and production plant
Total capital assets - depreciable
Net utility plant

Balance
December 31, 2018
$

38,239,227 $
25,649,395
63,888,622

374,817,868
483,398,036
456,766,573
361,729,004
183,742,549
394,021,628
133,075,296
2,387,550,954

(320,076,951)
(403,140,745)
(22,476,755)
(184,593,196)
(40,433,073)
(176,197,524)
(86,271,396)
(1,233,189,640)
1,154,361,314
$ 1,218,249,936 $

Additions/
Transfers

2019

355,801 $
5,241,140
5,596,941

(39,937,453)
44,779,683
568,046
28,580,708
2,537,505
61,090,404
9,059,542
106,678,435

3,362,954
(23,417,665)
(13,103,429)
(20,687,066)
(2,758,209)
(9,057,550)
(9,605,815)
(75,266,780)
31,411,655
37,008,596 $

Retirements

Balance
December 31, 2019

(93,606) $
(93,606)

(314,025)
(564,501)
(5,994,213)
(294,972)
(3,582,270)
(4,898,415)
(15,648,396)

38,501,422
30,890,535
69,391,957

334,566,390
527,613,218
457,334,619
384,315,499
185,985,082
451,529,762
137,236,423
2,478,580,993

448,456
(316,265,541)
598,026
(425,960,384)
(35,580,184)
5,668,383
(199,611,879)
210,269
(42,981,013)
2,318,821
(182,936,253)
3,938,847
(91,938,364)
13,182,802
(1,295,273,618)
(2,465,594)
1,183,307,375
(2,559,200) $ 1,252,699,332

The change in construction work in progress during 2020 and 2019 is presented on a net basis to avoid a duplication of
additions and retirements in the preceding tables. In 2019, the Authority chose early adoption of GASB Statement No. 89,
which ceased capitalization of interest; therefore, no capitalized interest is included in construction work in progress. The
Authority had depreciation and amortization expense of $72,422,157 and $75,266,780 for 2020 and 2019, respectively.
Removal costs are netted with retirements in the accumulated depreciation section of Utility Plant, which may cause
accumulated depreciation for a given class of capital assets to exceed the total amount reported for those assets.
The Authority had construction contractual commitments on December 31, 2020, of approximately $51,900,000 for
equipment and construction contracts. Major projects include the construction of the WOKA water park for approximately
$29,079,000; construction of transmission lines and substations for approximately $15,473,000; refurbishment of the
Pensacola flood gates for approximately $2,249,000; and miscellaneous hydro projects for approximately $1,591,000.
On the evening of July 1, 2016, a lightning strike precipitated a fire at the GREC, which resulted in the impairment of
assets within GREC Unit 2 (GREC 2). The turbine-generator and auxiliary systems were extensively damaged and
required significant restoration before the assets were able to return to service. GREC 2 successfully returned to operation
September 14, 2017. In 2019, the final reimbursement of $1,505,309 was processed and the receivable was cleared.
On July 29, 2019, GREC 2 experienced a mechanical failure and subsequent shutdown, which resulted in damages to the
low pressure (LP) section of the turbine. GREC 2 successfully returned to operation June 9, 2020. In 2020, the final
reimbursement of $6,199,705 was processed and the receivable was cleared.
The Authority entered a lease vehicle program in 2016, initially leasing 14 passenger vehicles with a term of 48 months
with an additional 3 passenger vehicles added in 2017. The leased equipment is amortized on a straight- line basis over
the shorter of the useful life of the related assets or the lease term. The gross amount of assets acquired under capital
leases for 2019 was $371,890. Total accumulated amortization related to the leased vehicles was $322,432 on December
31, 2019. The balance of capital leases payable on December 31, 2019, was $49,458 and recorded as a portion of accounts
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payable and accrued liabilities. The first 14 passenger vehicles were returned at the end of their lease term in 2020,
resulting in a gross amount of assets acquired under capital leases for 2020 of $75,939 for the remaining 3 vehicles. Total
accumulated amortization related to the leased vehicles was $70,128 on December 31, 2020. The balance of capital leases
payable on December 31, 2020, was $2,134 and was recorded as a portion of accounts payable and accrued liabilities.
The Authority currently has no plans to expand the program beyond 2021. The interest rate related to the lease obligation
is variable based on the current interest rate on delivery date. The interest portion of the capital lease minimum payments
was $8,719 and $14,668 in 2020 and 2019, respectively.
In 2017, the Authority entered a Riparian Conservation Easement program with the Oklahoma Conservation Commission
(OCC). GRDA secures 30-year minimum easement agreements with landowners. A lump sum is paid upfront for each
easement. The costs are amortized on a straight-line basis, and the residual values are the difference between the total
amortization and the amortization to date. For each easement, a corresponding liability is recorded, and relieved for the
same life.
Riparian Conservation Easements

2019
2020

Initial Cost

Depreciation

Carrying Cost

$ 1,593,863
1,574,562

$ (271,448)
(47,554)

$ 1,322,415
1,527,008

5. COSTS RECOVERED OR TO BE RECOVERED

In 2017, the Authority determined that it should defer the capital asset portion of the revenue proceeds from insurance
recoveries resulting from the July 2016 GREC fire restoration as per GASB Statement No. 62. Deferral of revenue in
accordance with this Statement requires Board Resolution. Board Resolution No. 5307 pertaining to this matter was passed
and adopted by the Board of Directors on March 8, 2017.
Board Resolution 5325 was then passed and adopted by the Board of Directors on December 13, 2017. This Board Resolution
further grants the Chief Financial Officer the discretion to record certain revenues as regulatory assets regarding revenues
related to certain third-party reimbursement for capital assets procured or constructed and recognize those revenues
proportionately as said assets are depreciated.
The deferred inflow of resources consists of recognized revenues associated with certain third-party reimbursement on
capital assets, as approved by one of the two resolutions described above. This amount is a portion of deferred inflows
related to regulated operations on the Statements of Net Position. A roll forward of costs recovered or to be recovered
from future revenues follows:
Balance
12/31/2019

Increase

Decrease

Balance
12/31/2020

Third Party Reimbursement (Capital Assets)
Rate Stabilization Fund

$ 57,470,234
19,703,098

$ 3,854,699
31,703,098

$ 4,393,068
19,703,098

$ 56,931,865
31,703,098

Totals

$ 77,173,332

$ 35,557,797

$ 24,096,166

$ 88,634,963

Decrease

Balance
12/31/2019

Balance
12/31/2018

Increase

Third Party Reimbursement (Capital Assets)
Rate Stabilization Fund

$ 25,947,793
21,000,000

$ 33,196,760
-

$ 1,674,319
1,296,902

$ 57,470,234
19,703,098

Totals

$ 46,947,793

$ 33,196,760

$ 2,971,221

$ 77,173,332
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In 2020, the Authority passed Board Resolution 5388, which granted the Chief Financial Officer the discretion to adopt
regulatory accounting for the deferral of certain expenses, in accordance with GASB 62. Additionally in 2020, the Authority
expanded the policy for regulatory assets. This created a threshold for the treatment and recognition of revenues, with a
minimum of $1.0 million for individual projects, or $100,000 in annual amortization amounts. As a result of the established
threshold, the Authority recognized $2.4 million in revenues, previously held in deferred inflows.

6. BONDS PAYABLE

A summary of changes in bonds payable for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, follows:
2020
December 31, 2019
Revenue Bonds, 2010 Series A & B:
3% to 5.25% Series 2010A - maturing in 2015
through 2040
3.71% to 7.155% Series 2010B (fully taxable)
- maturing 2015 through 2040
Total Series 2010 A & B

$

4,095,000 $

Bonds Issued

-

Retirements

$

December 31, 2020

(4,095,000) $

-

70,220,000
74,315,000

-

(1,590,000)
(5,685,000)

68,630,000
68,630,000

211,350,000

-

(7,405,000)

203,945,000

79,850,000
291,200,000

-

(2,635,000)
(10,040,000)

77,215,000
281,160,000

464,320,000

-

(21,245,000)

443,075,000

21,075,000
485,395,000

-

(535,000)
(21,780,000)

20,540,000
463,615,000

Revenue Bonds, 2017 Series:
3% to 5% Series 2017 - maturing in 2021
through 2040
Total bonds payable

90,455,000
941,365,000

-

(37,505,000)

90,455,000
903,860,000

Less current portion

(37,505,000)

-

-

(39,240,000)

903,860,000

-

-

864,620,000

Revenue Bonds, 2014 Series A & B:
3% to 5% Series 2014A - maturing in 2018
through 2039
1.804% to 3.961% Series 2014B (fully taxable)
- maturing 2018 through 2039
Total Series 2014 A & B:
Revenue Bonds, 2016 Series A & B:
3% to 5% Series 2016A - maturing in 2019
through 2039
1.828% to 3.503% Series 2016B (fully taxable)
- maturing 2020 through 2033
Total Series 2016 A & B

Long-term portion
Add (deduct):
Unamortized debt premium
Unamortized debt discount
Long-term bonds payable

39

$

97,474,228
(38,706)
1,001,295,522 $

-

$

(10,662,823)
38,706
(10,624,117) $

86,811,405
951,431,405
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2019
December 31, 2018
Revenue Bonds, 2010 Series A & B:
3% to 5.25% Series 2010A - maturing in 2015
through 2040
3.71% to 7.155% Series 2010B (fully taxable)
- maturing 2015 through 2040
Total Series 2010 A & B

$

8,035,000 $

Bonds Issued

-

Retirements

$

December 31, 2019

(3,940,000) $

4,095,000

71,730,000
79,765,000

-

(1,510,000)
(5,450,000)

70,220,000
74,315,000

218,555,000

-

(7,205,000)

211,350,000

82,390,000
300,945,000

-

(2,540,000)
(9,745,000)

79,850,000
291,200,000

475,330,000

-

(11,010,000)

464,320,000

21,075,000
496,405,000

-

(11,010,000)

21,075,000
485,395,000

Revenue Bonds, 2017 Series:
3% to 5% Series 2017 - maturing in 2021
through 2040
Total bonds payable

90,455,000
967,570,000

-

(26,205,000)

90,455,000
941,365,000

Less current portion

(26,205,000)

-

-

(37,505,000)

941,365,000

-

-

903,860,000

Revenue Bonds, 2014 Series A & B:
3% to 5% Series 2014A - maturing in 2018
through 2039
1.804% to 3.961% Series 2014B (fully taxable)
- maturing 2018 through 2039
Total Series 2014 A & B:
Revenue Bonds, 2016 Series A & B:
3% to 5% Series 2016A - maturing in 2019
through 2039
1.828% to 3.503% Series 2016B (fully taxable)
- maturing 2020 through 2033
Total Series 2016 A & B

Long-term portion
Add (deduct):
Unamortized debt premium
Unamortized debt discount
Long-term bonds payable

$

108,503,111
(131,600)
1,049,736,511 $

-

$

(11,028,883)
92,894
(10,935,989) $

97,474,228
(38,706)
1,001,295,522

Oklahoma state statutes have authorized the Authority to issue revenue bonds from time to time with the aggregate
outstanding indebtedness not to exceed $1,410,000,000.
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The scheduled maturities of bonds payable on December 31, 2020, are as follows and reflect the scheduled payments to be
remitted by the trustee to the bondholders:
Years Ending
December 31
2021

$

2022
2023
2024
2025
2026-2030
2031-2035
2036-2040
$

Due to Bond Holders
Annual
Semiannual
Calendar Year
Principal
Interest
Bond Payments
39,240,000 $
21,841,374
20,965,270 $
82,046,644
41,675,000
20,965,270
20,046,383
82,686,653
43,080,000
20,046,383
19,004,104
82,130,487
49,225,000
19,004,104
17,851,468
86,080,572
49,425,000
17,851,468
16,657,622
83,934,090
266,165,000
134,844,703
401,009,703
257,665,000
66,599,217
324,264,217
157,385,000
18,600,737
175,985,737
903,860,000 $

414,278,103 $

1,318,138,103

To secure the bonds, the Authority has pledged all revenues of the Authority. Resolution No. 5107 and supplemental bond
resolutions specify multiple covenants made by the Authority to the Bond Fund Trustee and bondholders. Among the more
significant requirements, the Authority has covenanted to charge adequate rates, operate and maintain the facilities, and make
any necessary repairs, renewals, replacements, and improvements. System properties are not to be encumbered, sold, or
disposed of, and additional parity bonds are not to be issued unless certain conditions are met. As of December 31, 2020, the
Authority complied with bond covenants.
In general, federal tax laws require the Authority to rebate to the US Treasury any profit from investments that yield a higher
rate than the tax-exempt revenue bond proceeds. The Authority has no liability for arbitrage rebate on December 31, 2020
and 2019, respectively.
All of the Authority’s outstanding bonds fall under Resolution No. 5107, which contains a provision that if one or more
Events of Default shall happen, then either the Bond Trustee or the Holders may declare the principal of all Bonds then
Outstanding, and the interest accrued thereon, to be due and payable immediately.

7. RETIREMENT PLANS, POSTRETIREMENT, AND OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

The Authority participated in five retirement plans during 2020 and 2019. The plans currently available to the Authority
personnel include three defined benefit plans and two defined contribution plans. The defined benefit plans include the
Oklahoma Public Employees Retirement System (OPERS) plan, the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement System
(OLERS) plan, and the GRDA postemployment Healthcare Plan. The defined contribution plans include the Oklahoma State
Employees Deferred Compensation Plan (the “State Plan”) and the OPERS Pathfinder plan. A summary of significant data
for each of the retirement plans and discussion of postemployment and other employee benefits follows:
The Authority is a participant in two multiple employer defined benefit pension plans, the Oklahoma Public Employees
Retirement Plan (the “OPERS Plan”) and the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement Plan (the “OLERS Plan”). The table
below shows both pensions as reported in the basic financial statements.
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For the year ended December 31, 2020:
OPERS
Deferred outflows of resources

OLERS

Total

$ 12,135,043

$ 1,349,651

$ 13,484,694

503,704
19,877,360
12,405,678

100,055
3,314,998
1,148,296

603,759
23,192,358
13,553,974

OPERS

OLERS

Deferred inflows of resources
Pension liability (asset)
Pension expense recognized
For the year ended December 31, 2019:
Deferred outflows of resources
Deferred inflows of resources
Pension liability (asset)
Pension expense recognized

$

3,343,621
1,818,794
3,166,965
5,671,722

$

943,282
86,351
2,296,870
984,596

Total
$

4,286,903
1,905,145
5,463,835
6,656,318

The Authority’s proportionate share of plan assets for OPERS as of December 31, 2020, is $216,581,973, while proportionate
share of plan liabilities is $236,456,178. The Authority’s proportionate share of plan assets for OPERS as of December 31,
2019, were $228,108,750, while proportionate share of plan liabilities was $231,275,720.
The Authority’s proportionate share of plan assets for OLERS as of December 31, 2020, is $15,400,193, while proportionate
share of plan liabilities is $18,715,191. The Authority’s proportionate share of plan assets for OLERS as of December 31,
2019, were $16,077,235, while proportionate share of plan liabilities was $18,374,106.
OKLAHOMA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES DEFINED BENEFIT RETIREMENT PLAN
General Information about the Pension Plan
Plan Description. The Authority contributes to the OPERS Plan, a cost-sharing multiple-employer public employee defined
benefit retirement plan administered by the OPERS, a component unit of the State of Oklahoma (the “State”). The OPERS
Plan provides retirement, disability and death benefits to its members and beneficiaries, primarily state, county, and local
agency employees. The benefits provided are established by and may be amendedby the legislature of the State. Title 74 of
the Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 901 through 943, assigns the authority for management and operation of the OPERS Plan
to the OPERS Board of Trustees.
In 2014, the Oklahoma Legislature enacted legislation effective November 1, 2015, requiring a defined contribution system
be established by the OPERS for most state employees first employed by a participating State employer on or after November
1, 2015, and ceasing the acceptance of any new participants to the defined benefit retirement plan.
OPERS issues a publicly available financial report that includes financial statements and required supplementary information
for OPERS. That annual report may be obtained online at www.opers.ok.gov, by writing to OPERS, PO Box 53007,
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3007, or by calling 1-800-733-9008.
Vesting. OPERS requires eight years of credited service (including six full years of full-time equivalent employment) to be
eligible to vest.
Benefits Provided. Employees who became a member of OPERS before November 1, 2011, can begin receiving full,
unreduced retirement benefits at the age of 62 with six full years of full-time equivalent employment; or when the sum of
the member’s age and years of service equals 80 when membership began before July 1, 1992; or when the sum of the
member’s age and years of service equals 90 when membership began on or after July 1, 1992.
Employees who became a member of OPERS on or after November 1, 2011, can begin receiving full, unreduced retirement
benefits at the age of 65 with six full years of full-time equivalent employment; or when the member is at least 60 years of
age and the sum of the member’s age and years of service equals 90.
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Employees may retire at age 60 (55 when membership began before November 1, 2011) and receive reduced benefits with
at least 10 years of participating service. Members who choose early retirement will receive a permanent actuarial reduction
in benefit based on the age at retirement.
The benefit on or after normal retirement, payable monthly for life, is 2% of final average compensation, multiplied by years of
credited service. For members who have elected the Step-Up Option, a 2.5% multiplier is applied to the “stepped-up” full years.
Contributions. OPERS members and the Authority are required to contribute to the OPERS Plan at a rate set by statute.
Contribution rates are established and may be amended by the State. Each member participates based on gross salary earned
(excluding overtime). As state employees, the Authority employees contribute 3.5% on salary. The Authority contributed
16.5%, on all salary for the Plan’s fiscal years-ended June 30, 2020 and 2019.
OPERS members have the option to elect to increase the benefit computation factor for all future service from 2.0% to 2.5%.
The election is irrevocable, binding for all future employment under OPERS, and applies only to full years of service. Those
who make the election pay the standard contribution rate plus an additional contribution rate of 2.91% which is actuarially
determined. The election is available for all state, county, and local government employees, except for elected officials and
hazardous duty members.
During the reporting period for 2020 and 2019, the OPERS recognized $5,838,607 and $6,243,328, respectively, in
contributions from the Authority.
Contribution rates as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, are as follows:
Employee Category
General
Elected Officials

Employee

Employer

3.50 %
3.50

16.50 %
16.50

OPERS Hazardous Duty Employees. On July 1, 2016, SB 1388 became effective, which required the Authority’s public
safety officers to participate in OPERS as Hazardous Duty Employees. This group of employees contributes8% of allowable
compensation as defined in 74 O.S. § 902(9) for a maximum of 20 years of hazardous duty participating service, while the
Authority contributes 16.5%, on allowable compensation. After the employee has contributed at the higher rate for 20 years,
the employee will contribute at the nonhazardous duty rate. Employees vest when they have eight years of credited service
(including six full years of full-time-equivalent employment). Because all Authority employees will have become members
of the plan after November 1, 2011, the employee can begin receiving full, unreduced retirement benefits when he or she is
at least age 65 with six full years of full-time-equivalent employment or is at least 60 years of age and the sum of age and
years of service equals 90.
Pension Liabilities, Pension Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources
Related to Pensions
For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related
to pension, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net position of the Plan and additions to/deductions from
the Plan's fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as they are reported by the Plan. For this purpose,
benefit payments (including refunds of employee contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with
the benefit terms, investments are reported at fair value.
On December 31, 2020, the Authority reported a liability of $19,877,359 for its cumulative proportionate share of the net
pension liability. The net pension liability was measured as of June 30, 2020, and the total pension liability used to calculate
the net pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of July 1, 2020. The Authority’s proportion of the net
pension liability was based on the Authority’s share of contributions to the pension plan relative to the contributions of all
participating employers. On June 30, 2020, the Authority’s proportion was 2.2276% which is a 6.3% decrease from the prior
year. For the year ended December 31, 2020, the Authority recognized pension expense of $12,405,678.
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As of December 31, 2020, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related
to pensions from the following sources:
OPERS Plan – 2020
Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows
of Resources
of Resources
Differences between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Net differences between projected and actual earnings on pension plan investments
Employer contributions subsequent to the measurement date
Change in proportion

$

7,098,869
2,137,685
2,898,489
-

$

110,007
393,697

Total

$ 12,135,043

$

503,704

As of December 31, 2019, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related
to pensions from the following sources:
OPERS Plan – 2019
Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows
of Resources
of Resources
Differences between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Net differences between projected and actual earnings on pension plan investments
Employer contributions subsequent to the measurement date
Change in proportion

$

19,250
170,682
2,935,300
218,389

Total

$ 3,343,621

$

926,814
775,472
116,508

$ 1,818,794

The amounts reported as deferred outflows related to employer contributions subsequent to the measurement date will be
recognized as a reduction of the net pension liability in the subsequent year. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of
resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pension will be recognized in pension expense as follows:

Year Ended
December 31
2021
2022
2023
2024
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OPERS Plan

Net Pension
Expense
$

3,249,837
2,965,070
1,512,513
1,005,430

$

8,732,850
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Actuarial Assumptions – The total pension liability in the July 1, 2020, actuarial valuation was determined using the
following actuarial assumptions, applied to all periods included in the measurement:
Actuarial valuation date:
Measurement date of net pension liability:
Actuarial cost method:
Asset valuation method for contributions:
Asset valuation method for assets under GASB 68:
Long-term expected rate of return:
Discount rate:
Salary increases:
Inflation:
Seniority/merit:
Mortality:

2020
July 1, 2020
June 30, 2020
Entry age
Five-year moving average of
expected and actual market
values
Fair value of assets
6.5%
6.5%
2.5%
3.5% to 9.25% per year including
inflation

2019
July 1, 2019
June 30, 2019
Entry age
Five-year moving average of
expected and actual market
values
Fair value of assets
7%
7%
2.75%
3.5% to 9.5% per year including
inflation

RP-2014 Blue Collar Active
Mortality Table

RP-2014 Blue Collar Active
Mortality Table

Actuarial assumptions are based upon the most recent experience study, which covered the three-year period ending June
30, 2019. The experience study report is dated May 13, 2019.
Long-Term Expected Return on Plan Assets. The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was
determined using a lognormal distribution analysis in which best estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return
(expected returns, net of pension plan investment expense and inflation) are developed for each major asset class. These
ranges are combined to produce the long-term expected rate of return by weighting the expected future real rates of return
by the target asset allocation percentage and by adding expected inflation. The target asset allocation and best estimates of
geometric real rates of return for each major asset class used in the June 30, 2019 experience study, are summarized in the
following table:
Asset Class
U.S. Large Cap Equity
U.S. Small Cap Equity
Int’s Developed Equity
Emerging Market Equity
Core Fixed Income
Long Term Treasuries
US TIPS
Total

Long-Term Real
Rate of Return
4.7 %
5.8
6.5
8.5
0.5
0.0
0.3

Target
Allocation
34.0 %
6.0
23.0
5.0
25.0
3.5
3.5
100.0 %

Single Discount Rate. The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability is 6.5% for 2020 and 7.0% for 2019.
The projection of cash flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that contributions from plan members and the
employees will be made at the current contribution rate as set out in state statute. Based on those assumptions, the pension
plan’s fiduciary net position was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments of current plan
members. Therefore, the long term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was applied to all periods of
projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability. The discount rate determined does not use a municipal
bond rate.
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Sensitivity of the Authority’s Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability (Asset) to Changes in the Discount Rate.
The following presents the Authority’s proportionate share of the net pension liability (asset) calculated using the discount
rate of 7%, as well as what the Authority’s proportionate share of the net pension liability would be if it were calculated
using a discount rate that is 1-percentage-point lower (6%) or 1-percentage-point higher (8%) than the current rate:

Proportionate share
of the net pension liability (asset)

Proportionate share
of the net pension liability (asset)

1% Decrease to
Discount Rate (5.5%)

2019
Current Discount
Rate (6.5%)

$ 46,785,500

$ 19,877,360

1% Decrease to Discount
Rate (6%)

2019
Current Discount
Rate (7%)

$ 28,634,528

$

3,166,965

1% Increase To
Discount Rate (7.5%)
$

(2,865,544)

1% Increase To
Discount Rate (8%)
$ (18,424,618)

Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position. Detailed information about the pension plan’s fiduciary net position is available in
separately issued financial statements available at www.opers.ok.gov.
Payables to the Pension Plan
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority has outstanding payables to OPERS of $571,690 and $593,105, respectively,
related to December 2020 and 2019 employer, employee, and voluntary contributions, which are payable in the following
month. These amounts are included in accounts payable on the Statements of Net Position.
OKLAHOMA LAW ENFORCEMENT RETIREMENT PLAN
General Information about the Pension Plan
Plan Description. Legislation passed during 2003 mandated that any lake patrolmen and dispatchers hired on or after July
1, 2003, shall participate as members of the OLERS Plan, a cost-sharing multiple-employer public employee-defined benefit
retirement plan administered by the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement System (OLERS), a component unit of the
State. The OLERS Plan provides retirement, disability, and death benefits to itsmembers and beneficiaries, primarily state
employees providing law enforcement. The benefits provided are established and may be amended by the legislature of the
State. Three of the Authority’s patrolmen elected to transfer from the OPERS Plan to the OLERS Plan under Oklahoma
Statues, Title 47, Section 2-315, which provided for Authority lake patrolmen and dispatchers as of June 30, 2003, to make
an irrevocable written electionby January 1, 2004, to either pay the difference between the amount transferred between the
plans or receive eligible prorated service credit as defined in statute. Oklahoma Statutes, Title 47, Sections 2-300, et seq.,
established the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement Board to administer this retirement system.
SB 1388, as codified in Oklahoma Statutes, Title 47, Sections 902, et seq., placed all GRDA public safety officers hired after
July 1, 2016, under the OPERS plan as hazardous duty employees.
The System issues a publicly available annual financial report that includes financial and required supplementary information
for OLERS. That annual report may be obtained online at www.olers.state.ok.us, by writing to OLERS, 421 NW 13th St,
Suite 100, Oklahoma City, OK 73103 or by calling 1-877-213-0856.
Vesting. OLERS requires ten years of credited service to be eligible to vest.
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Benefits Provided. Employees can begin receiving full, unreduced retirement benefits after twenty years of service or at the
age of 62 with ten full years of full-time equivalent employment.
The benefit on or after normal retirement is 2.5% of the greater of final average salary or the salary paid to active employees
as described under “salary considered” multiplied by the years and completed months of credited service. There is no
maximum service.
Contributions. System members and the Authority are required to contribute to the OLERS Plan at a rate set by statute.
These contributions are established and may be amended by the legislature of the State. Each member participates based on
gross salary earned (excluding overtime). The Authority’s patrolmen and dispatchers participating in the OLERS Plan
contributed 8.0%, and the Authority contributed 10% of total base salary throughOctober 2012. Beginning November 2012,
the Authority contribution rates increased to 11% of total base salary. Additional funds are also provided by the State of
Oklahoma as summarized in the table below. Non-employer contributions are recorded as non-operating revenue in the
Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in NetPosition.
During the reporting period for 2020 and 2019, the OLERS recognized $147,637 and $142,911 in contributions from the
Authority, respectively.
Contribution rates as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, are as follows:
Category

Contribution Rate

State
Agency
Member

License Agency Fees equal to 1.2% of Driver’s License Taxes, plus 5% of Insurance Premium Tax
10% of actual base salary until October 31, 2012, and 11% of actual base salary as of November 1, 2012
8% of paid salary. Accumulated contributions after tax up to December 31, 1989, and before-tax after
December 31, 1989.

Pension Liabilities, Pension Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources
Related to Pensions
For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related
to pension, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net position of the Plan and additions to/deductions from
the Plan's fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as they are reported by the Plan. For this purpose,
benefit payments (including refunds of employee contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with
the benefit terms, investments are reported at fair value.
On December 31, 2020, the Authority reported a liability of $3,314,998 for its proportionate share of the net pension
liability. The net pension liability was measured as of June 30, 2020, and the total pension liability used to calculate the
net pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of July 1, 2020. The Authority’s proportion of the net
pension liability was based on the Authority’s share of contributions to the pension plan relative to the contributions of
all participating employers. On June 30, 2020, the Authority’s proportion was 1.5344% which is a 2.972% decrease from
the prior year. For the year ended December 31, 2020, the Authority recognized pension expense of $1,148,296.
On June 30, 2019, the Authority’s proportion was 1.5814%. For the year ended December 31, 2019, the Authority reported a
liability of $2,296,870 and recognized pension expense of $984,596.
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On December 31, 2020, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to
pensions from the following sources:
OLERS Plan 2020
Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows
of Resources
of Resources
Differences between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Net differences between projected and actual earnings on pension plan investments
Employer contributions subsequent to the measurement date
Change in proportion

$

274,029
4,563
887,676
72,569
110,814

Total

$ 1,349,651

$

52,143
47,912

$

100,055

At December 31, 2019, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to
pensions from the following sources:
OLERS Plan 2019
Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows
of Resources
of Resources
Differences between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Net differences between projected and actual earnings on pension plan investments
Employer contributions subsequent to the measurement date
Change in proportion

$ 298,593
7,902
338,321
71,499
226,967

$

77,374
8,977

Total

$ 943,282

$ 86,351

The amounts reported as deferred outflows related to employer contributions subsequent to the measurement date will be
recognized as a reduction of the net pension liability in the subsequent year. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of
resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pension will be recognized in pension expense as follows:
OLERS Plan
Year Ended December 31
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

Net
Pension
Expenses
$

203,666
334,999
377,248
254,307
6,807

$ 1,177,027
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Actuarial Assumptions. The total pension liability in the July 1, 2020, actuarial valuation was determined using the following
actuarial assumptions, applied to all periods included in the measurement:
2020

Fair value of assets
7.5%
7.5%

2019
July 1, 2019
June 30, 2019
Entry age
Five-year moving average of
expected and actual market
values
Fair value of assets
7.5%
7.5%

2.75%
3.5% - 9.75%, including inflation
RP-2014 Blue Collar Healthy
Employees with Generational
Projection using Scale MP-2016

2.75%
3.5% - 9.75%, including inflation
RP-2014 Blue Collar Healthy
Employees with Generational
Projection using Scale MP-2016

Actuarial valuation date:
Measurement date of net pension liability:
Actuarial cost method:

July 1, 2020
June 30, 2020
Entry age

Asset valuation method for contributions:

Five-year moving average of
expected and actual market values

Asset valuation method for assets under GASB 68:
Long-term expected rate of return:
Discount rate:
Salary increases:
Inflation:
Seniority/merit:
Mortality:

Actuarial assumptions used in the July 1, 2020 valuation are based upon an experience study conducted using experience from
the five-year period ending June 30, 2016.
Long-Term Expected Return on Plan Assets. The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was
determined using a log-normal distribution analysis in which best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return
(expected returns, net of investment expense and inflation) were developed for each major class. These ranges were
combined to produce the long-term expected rate of return by weighing the expected future real rates of return by the target
asset allocation percentages and adding expected inflation.
The assumption is intended to be a long-term assumption (30 to 50 years) and is not expected to change absent a significant
change in the asset allocation, a change in the inflation assumption, or a fundamental change in the market that alters expected
returns in future years.
The target asset allocation and best estimates of arithmetic real rates of return for each major asset class, as provided by the
System’s investment consultant, are summarized in the following table:
Asset Class
Large Cap Equity
Small Cap Equity
Long/Short Equity
International
Emerging Market
Private Equity
Fixed Income
Real Assets
Total

Long-Term Expected
Real Rate of Return
9.89 %
11.18
8.21
10.89
12.23
13.17
16.65
20.46

Target
Allocation
20 %
10
10
10
5
5
30
10
100 %

Single Discount Rate. A single discount rate of 7.5% was used to measure the total pension liability. This single discount rate
was based on the expected rate of return on pension plan investments of 7.5% for both the June 30, 2020 and June 30, 2019
measurement dates. A municipal bond rate was not used in determining the discount rate.
The projection of cash flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that plan contributions from members, state agencies,
insurance premium taxes, and other state sources would be made at the current contribution rates set out in state statue.
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Based on those assumptions, the pension plan’s fiduciary net position was projected to be available to make all projected
future benefit payments of current plan members. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments
was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability.
Sensitivity of the Authority’s Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability (Asset) to Changes in the Discount Rate. The
following presents the Authority’s proportionate share of the net pension liability (asset) calculated using the discount rate
of 7.5%, as well as what the Authority’s proportionate share of the net pension liability (asset) would be if it were calculated
using a discount rate that is 1-percentage-point lower (6.5%) or 1-percentage-point higher (8.5%) than the current rate:

Proportionate share
of the net pension liability (asset)

Proportionate share
of the net pension liability (asset)

1% Decrease to
Discount Rate (6.5%)

2020
Current Discount
Rate (7.5%)

1% Increase to
Discount Rate (8.5%)

$ 5,573,051

$ 3,314,998

$ 1,461,075

1% Decrease to
Discount Rate (6.5%)

2019
Current Discount
Rate (7.5%)

1% Increase to
Discount Rate (8.5%)

$ 4,546,308

$ 2,296,870

$

450,794

Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position. Detailed information about the pension plan’s fiduciary net position is available in
separately issued financial statements available at www.olers.state.ok.us.
Payables to the Pension Plan
On December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority has outstanding payables to OLERS of $21,310 and $21,057, respectively,
related to December 2020 and 2019, employer, employee, and voluntary contributions, which are payable in the following
month. These amounts are included in accounts payable on the Statements of Net Position.
OKLAHOMA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN
In 2014, the Oklahoma Legislature enacted legislation in HB 2630 requiring a Defined Contribution System be
established by the OPERS for most state employees first employed by a participating State employer on or after
November 1, 2015. This bill is codified in Oklahoma Statutes as Title 74, Section 935.1, et seq. Employees of the
Authority who first became employees on or after November 1, 2015, and have no prior participation in OPERS must
participate in the mandatory Defined Contribution Plan created in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section
401(a) and 457(b) and Title 590, Chapter 40 of the Oklahoma Administrative Code. The Defined Contribution Plan is
known as Pathfinder. Pathfinder and its related Trust(s) are intended to meet the requirements of the Internal Revenue
Code. Pathfinder is administered by the OPERS.
Contribution rates are established by Oklahoma Statute and may be amended by the Oklahoma Legislature. For 2015, the
initial period of implementation, employees must make mandatory employee contributions of 4.5% of pretax salary to the
401(a) plan and may make additional voluntary contributions to the 457(b) plan, subject to the maximum deferral limit
allowed under the Internal Revenue Code. Employees are vested 100% for all employee contributions. The Authority must
make mandatory contributions of 6% of the employee’s pretax salary and 7% if the employee elects to participate in the
457(b) plan. Employees become vested for the employer contributions based on an established vesting schedule. The amount
of the Authority’s contributions for Pathfinder for the year ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, was approximately $551,858
and $407,569, respectively.
Additionally, in order to reduce the liabilities of the defined contribution plan, the Authority is required to contribute the
difference between the established 16.5% defined benefit employer contribution rate and the amount required to match the
participating employees’ contribution in the defined contribution plan. The amount contributed by the Authority for the year
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, to meet this requirement is $785,004 and $581,604, respectively. The Authority had
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outstanding payables to OPERS for the defined benefit plan for the year ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, of $94,840
and $75,475, respectively, which were payable in the following month.
OKLAHOMA STATE EMPLOYEES DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN
Plan Description. Employees of the Authority may also participate in the Oklahoma State Employees Deferred
Compensation Plan (the “State Plan”), a voluntary deferred compensation plan administered by OPERS. The State Plan is a
defined contribution plan available to all Authority employees, which permits participants to defer receipt of a portion of
their salary until future years as authorized by Section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code and in accordance with the
provisions of Oklahoma Statutes, Title 74, Sections 1701, et seq. The State Plan is established by and may be amended by
the Legislature of the State. Oklahoma Statutes assign the authority for management and operation of the State Plan to the
Board of Trustees of the OPERS. The minimum amount allowable to be deferred under the State Plan is $25 per month.
Under state law, each employee is eligible to receive a $25 monthlymatching contribution from the Authority to be deposited
in a 401(a) retirement account. Employee contributions to the Plan totaled $1,055,713 and $1,007,516 for the years ended
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. The Authority paid matching contributions and administrative fees of $135,029
and $138,919 for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
GRDA POSTEMPLOYMENT HEALTHCARE PLAN
Plan Description. GRDA Postemployment Healthcare Plan is a single-employer defined benefit healthcare planadministered
by the Authority. GRDA Postemployment Healthcare Plan provides medical and dental insurance benefits to eligible retirees.
In November 2007, the Authority’s Board of Directors authorized the Authority to subsidize $200 per month for eligible
retirees, effective January 1, 2008. This stipend is provided for life to employees hired prior to November 1, 2015. No assets
are accumulated in a trust that meets the criteria in paragraph 4 of GASB Statement No. 75. The Plan does not issue a standalone financial report.
Benefits Provided. The OPEB plan provides for employee and dependent healthcare coverage from the date of retirement to
age 65, provided the participant was covered by the plan before retiring. The participant can elect to enroll in spousal
coverage. Surviving spouses may continue in the plan until age 65. Spouses do not receive the $200 per month subsidy.
Employees Covered by the Plan: The following table details the Authority’s number of employees covered by the benefit terms:
Participant Data
Active participants:
Employees hired prior to 11/01/2015 and eligible for $200 subsidy
Employees hired 11/01/2015 or later and not eligible for $200 subsidy
Total active participants

December 31,
2020

December 31,
2019

460
88
548

460
63
523

0

0

Inactive participants receiving benefits:
Retirees
Covered Spouses (below age 65)
Total inactive participants receiving benefits

274
18
284

258
26
284

Total Participants

840

807

Inactive participants entitled to but not yet receiving benefits

Funding Policy. The contributions of plan members and the Authority are established and may be amended by the Board of
Directors within the limits of Oklahoma statutes. The contribution is based on estimated pay-as-you-go financing requirements.
For the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority contributed $665,522 and $655,970, respectively, to the plan,
which consisted entirely of current premiums and included no additional contribution to prefund benefits.
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Actuarial Methods and Assumption. Projections of benefits for financial reporting purposes are based on the benefits
provided under the terms of the substantive plan (the plan as understood by the employer and the plan members) at the time
of each valuation and the historical pattern of sharing the benefit costs between the employerand plan members to that point.
The actuarial methods and assumptions used include techniques that are designed to reduce the effects of short-term volatility
in actuarial accrued liabilities and the actuarial value of assets, consistent with the long-term perspective of the calculations.
The total OPEB liability in the January 1, 2020 actuarial valuation was determined using the following assumptions:
2020

2019

Actuarial valuation date

January 1, 2020

January 1, 2019

Inflation

2.10%

2.10%

Discount Rate (from the
Bond Buyer GO-20 Index)
Salary increases

2.74%

4.10%

Salary Increases

Variable from 9.50% to 3.50% based on age Variable from 9.50% to 3.50% based on age
and service group
and service group

Healthcare cost trend rates

2020-2021 at 5.80% increasing .5% to 2022
then, decreasing by .1% each year to 2024,
then decreasing by .3 to 2025 to an ultimate
rate of 5.3% for 2026 and beyond

2018-2019 at 6.70% decreasing .3% each
year to 2021 then decrease by .2% to 2024
to an ultimate rate of 4.6% for 2025 and
beyond

Actuarial cost method

Entry Age Normal

Entry Age Normal

Mortality

Pub-2010 Public Retirement Plans General
Mortality Table weighted by Headcount
projected by MP-2019 as of January 1, 2020

Pub-2010 Public Retirement Plans General
Mortality Table weighted by Headcount
projected by MP-2018 as of January 1, 2019

Changes in the Total OPEB Liability. Changes of assumptions and other inputs reflect a change in discount rate from 4.10%
in 2019 to 2.74% in 2020. Changes in the Total OPEB Liability for the year ended December 31, 2020:

Changes in the Total OPEB Liability
Balance at December 31, 2019
Changes for the Year
Service Cost
Interest on Total OPEB Liability
Difference between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Employee Contributions
Benefit payments, including employee refunds
Net changes
Balance at December 31, 2019
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Total OPEB
Liability

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position

$ 16,980,723

$

Net OPEB
Liability
-

$ 16,980,723

564,096
685,406
435,412
1,790,433
(994,184)

994,184
(994,184)

564,096
685,406
435,412
1,790,433
(994,184)
-

2,481,163

-

2,481,163

-

$ 19,461,886

$ 19,461,886

$

52

For the year ended December 31, 2019:
Changes in the Total OPEB Liability
Balance at December 31, 2018
Changes for the Year
Service Cost
Interest on Total OPEB Liability
Difference between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Employer Contributions
Benefit payments, including employee refunds

Total OPEB
Liability

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position

$ 17,668,568

$

Net changes
Balance at December 31, 2019

Net OPEB
Liability
-

$ 17,668,568

548,426
611,515
66,460
(1,025,961)
(888,285)

888,285
(888,285)

548,426
611,515
66,460
(1,025,961)
(888,285)
-

(687,845)

-

(687,845)

-

$ 16,980,723

$ 16,980,723

$

Sensitivity of the Total OPEB liability to changes in the discount rate. The following presents the Authority’s total OPEB
liability calculated using the 2020 discount rate of 2.74%, as well as what the Authority’s total OPEB liability would be if it
were calculated using a discount rate that is 1-percentage-point lower (1.74%) or 1- percentage-point higher (3.74%) than
the current rate:
1% Decrease to
Discount Rate (1.74%)

2020
Current Discount
Rate (2.74%)

$ 21,511,666

$ 19,461,886

Total OPEB liability

1% Increase to
Discount Rate (3.74%)
$

17,704,123

The following presents the Authority’s total OPEB liability calculated using the 2019 discount rate of 4.10%, as well as what
the Authority’s total OPEB liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1-percentage-point lower
(3.10%) or 1-percentage-point higher (4.10%) than the current rate:
1% Decrease to
Discount Rate (3.10%)

2019
Current Discount
Rate (4.10%)

$ 18,587,515

$ 16,980,723

Total OPEB liability

1% Increase to
Discount Rate (5.10%)
$

15,585,778

Sensitivity of the Total OPEB liability to changes in the healthcare cost trend rate. The following presents the Authority’s
total OPEB liability calculated using the 2020 healthcare cost trend rate of 5.80%, as well as what theAuthority’s total OPEB
liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1-percentage-point lower (4.80% decreasing to 4.30%) or
1-percentage-point higher (6.80% decreasing to 6.30%) than the current rate:

Total OPEB liability
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1% Decrease to Healthcare
Cost Trend Rate (4.8%
decreasing to 4.3%)

2020
Current Healthcare Cost
Trend Rate (5.8% decreasing
to 5.3%)

$ 18,927,636

$ 19,461,886

1% Increase to Healthcare
Cost Trend Rate (6.8%
decreasing to 6.3%)
$

20,091,220
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The following presents the Authority’s total OPEB liability calculated using the 2019 healthcare cost trend rate of 6.70%, as
well as what the Authority’s total OPEB liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate thatis 1-percentagepoint lower (5.70% decreasing to 3.60%) or 1-percentage-point higher (7.70% decreasing to 5.60%) than the current rate:
1% Decrease to Healthcare
Cost Trend Rate (5.7%
decreasing to 3.6%)

2019
Current Healthcare Cost
Trend Rate (6.7%
decreasing to 4.6%)

$ 16,493,590

$ 16,980,723

Total OPEB liability

1% Increase to Healthcare
Cost Trend Rate (7.7%
decreasing to 5.6%)
$

17,544,838

OPEB Expense and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources related to OPEB. For the year
ended December 31, 2020 the Authority recognized OPEB expense of $1,597,163. For the year ended December 31, 2019
the Authority recognized OPEB expense of $1,077,071. The following table indicates the components of the recognized
OPEB expense:
Components of OPEB Expense

2020

2019

Service Cost
Interest on Total OPEB Liability – over measurement period
Recognition of Experience Changes
Recognition of Assumption Changes

$ 564,096
685,406
96,920
250,741

$ 548,426
611,515
12,701
(95,571)

Total OPEB Expense recognized

$ 1,597,163

$ 1,077,071

As of December 31, 2020, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related
to OPEB from the following sources:

Summary of deferred outflows and inflows

OPEB Plan 2020
Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows
of Resources
of Resources

Differences between projected and actual experiences
Changes in actuarial assumptions
Employer contributions subsequent to measurement date

$

392,251
1,685,309
1,331,270

$

633,829
-

Total

$

3,408,830

$

633,829

As of December 31, 2019, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related
to OPEB from the following sources:

Summary of deferred outflows and inflows

OPEB Plan 2019
Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows
of Resources
of Resources

Differences between projected and actual experiences
Changes in actuarial assumptions
Employer contributions subsequent to measurement date

$

53,759
341,683
655,970

$

829,895
-

Total

$

1,051,412

$

829,895
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Amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB will be recognized
in OPEB expense as follows:
OPEB Plan 2020
Year ended December 31
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

Net
OPEB
Expense
$

347,661
347,661
287,364
387,855
73,190

$ 1,443,731

8. OTHER RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The primary organizations considered related parties are those municipal, industrial, electric cooperative and other
governmental organizations or lake area organizations that have representatives serving on the Authority’s Board of
Directors. The primary transactions in the ordinary course of business with these related parties include sales of electrical
power and transmission and memberships in related trade associations or organizations, or tourism and economic
development activities associated with the management of the lakes, including commercial and private dock permit fees.
OG&E operates the Redbud facility under an operating agreement with the Authority and OMPA and allocates certain costs
and expenses attributable to Redbud to the Authority and OMPA in accordance with their undivided ownership interests—
see further discussion of Redbud facility in “Joint Ownership” in Note 1 to Financial Statements, Summary of Significant
Accounting Policies.

9. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

In the normal course of business, the Authority makes and receives commitments for purchases of coal, natural gas, wind
power, and long-term service agreements. In addition, in the normal course of business, the Authority enters into agreements,
which commit the Authority to provide varying amounts of electric power to its customers. Management of the Authority
does not believe the honoring of these commitments will have any material adverse effect on the Authority.
The Authority had contractual commitments as of December 31, 2020, for long-term service agreements at the Redbud
facility for the maintenance of the gas and steam turbines of approximately $49.1 million through the year 2028. The
Authority had contractual commitments as of December 31, 2020, for natural gas transportation to the Redbud facility of
approximately $11.7 million through March 31, 2024.
The Authority had contractual commitments as of December 31, 2020, for long-term service agreements at the GREC 3
facility for the maintenance of the gas and steam turbines of approximately $53.7 million through the year 2030. The
Authority had contractual commitments as of December 31, 2020, for transportation of natural gas to the GREC 3 facility of
approximately $134.5 million through the March 31, 2046.
The Authority had contractual commitments as of December 31, 2020, for long-term wind power purchase agreements of
approximately $616.7 million through the year 2037 and for customer generation capacity agreements of approximately
$253.4 million through the year 2042.
The Authority is a defendant in a class action lawsuit in Ottawa County, Oklahoma, arising from a flood event in 2007.
There are approximately 400 potential class members. Discovery is ongoing. Potential exposure related to this case cannot
be projected by management of the Authority.
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10. LANDFILL CLOSURE AND POSTCLOSURE COSTS

The Authority maintains a coal combustion residuals (CCR) landfill in Chouteau, Oklahoma. The Authority accounts for this
CCR landfill in accordance with GASB Statement No. 18, Accounting for Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Closure and Post
Closure Care Costs. State and federal regulations will require the Authority to place a final cover on the CCR site when it
discontinues depositing of CCR and to perform certain maintenance and monitoring functions at the site for thirty years after
closure. Although closure and post closure costs will only be paid near or after the date of discontinuance of use of the landfill,
GASB Statement No. 18 requires proprietary funds to report a portion of these costs as an operating expense in each period
based on landfill capacity and utilization.
This CCR landfill has a total capacity of 5,131,024 cubic yards, of which 4,334,245 cubic yards have been used through
December 31, 2020. The remaining useful life at December 31, 2020 was approximately 18 years.
The amount recorded as a liability for the closure and post closure costs, included in Other Noncurrent Liabilities at December
31, 2020 and 2019, was $7,606,994 and $7,141,741, respectively. These amounts are based on 89% landfill utilization as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019. The Authority will recognize the remaining estimated cost of closure and post closure care, of
approximately $700,739, as the remaining estimated capacity is filled. Amounts are estimated using what it would cost to
perform all closure and post closure care in 2020. Actual costs are subject to change resulting from inflation or deflation,
changes in technology, or changes in applicable laws or regulations.
The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) has certain closure and post closure care financial assurance
requirements. Each year, an auditor performs procedures to ensure that the Authority meets these requirements.

11. RISK MANAGEMENT

Resolution No. 5107 requires the Authority to, in each case where it is obtainable at a reasonable rate and on reasonable
terms, insure its facilities maintain liability insurance, and bond certain officers and employees. In general, all insurance
coverage, including property (all risk coverage, including earthquake and flood), equipment, aircraft, employment practices
liability, directors and officers liability, excess liability (including an endorsement for certified “acts of terrorism” as defined
in the Federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act), is purchased from private insurance carriers through the State of Oklahoma
Risk Management Department (State Risk Management) of the Office of Management and Enterprise Services. State Risk
Management contracts with a third-party insurance broker for brokerage services and advice. The Authority also participates
in the State of Oklahoma’s Consolidated Workers’ Compensation Program, a self-insured program operated by State Risk
Management. A private insurance carrier provides excess insurance coverage for the Consolidated Workers’ Compensation
Program and a private company provides claims administration services. Settled claims have not exceeded commercial
insurance coverage in any of the past three years.
Concentration of revenues from a single external customer increases credit and market concentration risks. The Authority
had one customer that accounted for 23% of total operating revenues in 2020 and 17% in 2019.
In addition, the Authority is subject to generation supply and market price risks, which are continually evaluated as to level
of risk and how to best mitigate exposure to loss. The Authority continued its hedging program throughout 2020, to hedge
price and volatility risk relative to future natural gas commodity prices.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Authority had the following fair value balances and notional amounts of derivative
instruments and the changes in fair value of such derivative instruments:
Fair Value at December 31, 2020
Business-Type Activities
Cash flow hedges:
Commodity forward (swap)
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Changes in Fair
Value

Classification

$ 2,262,055

Derivative instruments

Amount
$

(333,110)

Notional
Amount
(MMBTU’s)
5,010,000
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Fair Value at December 31, 2019
Business-Type Activities
Cash flow hedges:
Commodity forward (swap)

Changes in Fair
Value

Classification

$ (3,295,555)

Derivative instruments

Amount

Notional
Amount
(MMBTU’s)

$ (2,595,165)

10,275,000

The following table displays the objective and terms of the Authority’s hedging derivative instruments outstanding on
December 31, 2020, along with the credit rating of the associated counterparty.

Item

Type

Objective

Notional
Amount
(MMTBU’s)

Effective
Date

Maturity
Date

$

1,825,000

12/29/20

11/26/21

Pay $2.625/MMBTU;
scheduled monthly
settlements based on
5,000 MMBTUs/day
and Henry Hub pricing
point at settlement
date

“BBB+”

Terms

Counterparty
Credit Rating

A

Commodity
forward
contract
(swap)

Hedge of changes in
cash flows due to
market price
fluctuations related
to expected purchase
of natural gas

B

Commodity
forward
contract
(swap)

Hedge of changes in
cash flows due to
market price
fluctuations related
to expected purchase
of natural gas

912,500

12/29/20

11/26/21

Pay $2.625/MMBTU;
scheduled monthly
settlements based on
2,500 MMBTUs/day
and Henry Hub pricing
point at settlement
date

“BBB+”

C

Commodity
forward
contract
(swap)

Hedge of changes in
cash flows due to
market price
fluctuations related
to expected purchase
of natural gas

912,500

12/29/20

11/26/21

Pay $2.850/MMBTU;
scheduled monthly
settlements based on
2,500 MMBTUs/day
and Henry Hub pricing
point at settlement
date

“BBB+”

D

Commodity
forward
contract
(swap)

Hedge of changes in
cash flows due to
market price
fluctuations related
to expected purchase
of natural gas

912,500

12/29/20

11/26/21

Pay $2.680/MMBTU;
scheduled monthly
settlements based on
2,500 MMBTUs/day
and Henry Hub pricing
point at settlement
date

“BBB+”

E

Commodity
forward
contract
(swap)

Hedge of changes in
cash flows due to
market price
fluctuations related
to expected purchase
of natural gas

912,500

12/29/20

11/26/21

Pay $2.500/MMBTU;
scheduled monthly
settlements based on
2,500 MMBTUs/day
and Henry Hub pricing
point at settlement
date

“BBB+”

Contracts are accounted for in accordance with GASB Statement No. 53, which addresses recognition, measurement, and
disclosure related to derivative instruments with reporting required in the Statements of Net Position or recognized on the
Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position, depending on effectiveness. Contracts are evaluated to
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determine whether they meet the definition of derivative instruments and, if so, whether they effectively hedge the expected
change in cash flow associated with natural gas prices.
Effectiveness testing is performed at the end of each month using the consistent critical terms method and, as of December
31, 2020, the tests concluded that all of the Authority’s derivative instruments are effective. If the derivative instrument(s)
passes effectiveness testing, the change in fair value of the instrument(s) is deferred in the Statements of Net Position and
then recorded as fuel expense in the Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position during the production
cycle. If deemed to be ineffective, the change in fair value of the instrument(s) is immediately recognized in the Statements
of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position.
Credit Risk: The Authority is exposed to credit risk on hedging derivative instruments that are in asset positions. The
aggregate fair value of hedging derivate instruments in asset positions, as of December 31, 2020, is $70,428. This represents
the maximum loss that would be recognized at the reporting date if the counterparty failed to perform as contracted. This
maximum exposure is reduced by $403,538 of liabilities included in netting arrangements with the Authority’s counterparty.
All of the Authority’s hedging derivative instruments are held with a single counterparty, which has an S&P Long Term
Issuer Credit Rating of “BBB+.” Credit risk is mitigatedusing credit thresholds based on each party’s credit rating. If either
party exceeds their threshold, collateral can be demanded, net of the effect of applicable netting arrangements. Collateral can
be posted in the form of cash or letters of credit. A monthly credit report is prepared by GRDA’s Middle Office and is
provided to the Authority’s Risk Oversight Committee for monitoring of credit risk related to hedging derivatives.
Basis Risk: GRDA is exposed to basis risk on its commodity forward contracts because the expected commodity purchase
will price based on a pricing point (Enable Gas or OneOK) that is different than the pricing point at which the forward
contract is expected to settle (Henry Hub). GRDA is hedging the Henry Hub portion of the gas price only, not the basis for
the individual pipeline(s).
Termination Risk: The Authority or its counterparty may terminate a derivate instrument if the other party fails to perform
under the terms of the contract. Termination may also occur in the event of the following, as defined in the contract: illegality,
force majeure event, tax event, tax event upon merger, or additional termination event.
Additional termination event is defined in the contract as GRDA engaging in any transaction that does not have as its sole
purpose to hedge against price risk for its use in its business of natural gas or is in any way intended to speculate on any
commodity price. Termination risk is associated with all of the Authority’s derivatives up to the fair value amounts.

12. SUBSEQUENT EVENT

Between February 4, 2021 and February 20, 2021, the GRDA service area experienced an extreme winter storm, due to a
polar vortex. During this time, natural gas supply was dwindling, and unable to meet the demands. The reduced supply of
natural gas was due to frozen gas wells and equipment, resulting from the extended, extreme temperatures. This limited the
use of our GREC 3 combined cycle and the Redbud gas generation units. Wind generation was curtailed as well, due to the
winter storms. The increased demand for energy due to the cold, along with the limited supply of generation across the
balancing authority, resulted in an unprecedented surge in natural gas and energy prices. As of the current writing of this,
the cost estimates for the event range from $51.1 million up to $153.7 million. This is an estimate, because the natural gas
invoice amounts are unknown, as well as the resettlement amounts from the SPP. The anomalous fuel and purchased power
expenses that GRDA experienced as a result of this event have been recorded as under recovered fuel cost, and will be
recovered through the extraordinary power cost element in the PCA calculation. GRDA is continually monitoring its
financial condition, seeking ways to minimize the impact to our customers, while maintaining healthy reserves. The SPP
alert timeline of the event follows:
On February 4, 2021, the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) issued a cold weather alert to all grid operators within the SPP
Balancing Authority’s footprint. On February 8, 2021, the SPP issued a resource alert, expecting severe weather conditions,
significant outages, wind uncertainty, and load forecast uncertainty. The SPP declared conservative operations on February
9, and committed the longer lead-time generating resources on February 11, for the period of February 13 to February 16.
On February 14, GRDA made several requests of its customers to conserve power, as the direction of the SPP. It culminated
in brief firm load power interruptions on February 15 and 16 for GRDA municipal customers. The SPP alert levels gradually
dropped until normal operations were declared on February 20.
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SCHEDULE OF PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE NET PENSION LIABILITY (UNAUDITED)
OKLAHOMA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT PLAN

Fiscal
Year Ending
December 31, 2020
December 31, 2019
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2017
December 31, 2016
December 31, 2015

Proportion
of the Net
Pension
Liability

Proportionate
Share of the
Net Pension
Liability

Covered
Payroll

Proportionate
Share of the Net
Pension Liability
as a Percentage
of Covered
Payroll

2.2276 %
2.3778
2.4118
2.3117
2.2462
2.1715

$ 19,874,205
3,166,970
5,138,160
12,498,665
21,890,211
7,810,649

$ 34,801,153
35,942,188
37,965,024
38,404,273
38,995,445
37,304,843

57.11 %
8.81
13.53
32.54
56.14
20.94

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position
as a Percentage
of the Total
Pension Liability
91.59 %
98.63
97.96
94.28
89.48
96.00

SCHEDULE OF EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS (UNAUDITED)
OKLAHOMA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT PLAN
Contributions
in Relation
to the
Contractually Contractually
Fiscal
Required
Required
Year Ending
Contributions Contribution
December 31, 2020
December 31, 2019
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2017
December 31, 2016
December 31, 2015

$ 6,109,333
6,258,254
6,309,340
6,218,254
6,641,675
6,333,952

$ 5,838,606
6,243,328
6,485,378
6,516,168
6,615,357
6,343,582

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
$

270,727
14,926
(176,038)
(297,914)
26,318
(9,630)

Covered
Payroll

Contributions
as a Percentage
of Covered
Payroll

$ 34,266,124
35,239,125
37,001,348
38,300,232
38,811,001
38,557,227

17.04 %
17.72
17.53
17.01
17.05
16.45

The amounts determined for each fiscal year were determined as of June 30 in the calendar year.
The Authority is required to present the last ten fiscal years of data; however, until a full ten-year trend of data is compiled,
GASB Statement No. 68 allows the presentation for those years for which information is available.
Changes in Benefit Terms. House Bill 3350 provided a one-time benefit increase as of July 1, 2020. Members who retired
on or prior to July 1, 2015 received a 4.0% benefit increase. Members who retired between July 1, 2015 and July 1, 2018
received a 2.0% benefit increase. Members who retired after July 1, 2018 did not receive a benefit increase.
Changes in Assumptions are as follows:
Long-term expected rate of return
Discount rate
Price inflation
Real wage growth

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

6.50 %
6.50
2.50
0.75

7.00 %
7.00
2.75
0.75

7.00 %
7.00
2.75
0.75

7.00 %
7.00
2.75
0.75

7.25 %
7.25
3.00
1.00

7.50 %
7.50
3.00
1.00

There were no other changes in assumptions.
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SCHEDULE OF PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE NET PENSION LIABILITY (UNAUDITED)
OKLAHOMA LAW ENFORCEMENT RETIREMENT PLAN

Fiscal
Year Ending

Proportion
of the Net
Pension
Liability

December 31, 2020
December 31, 2019
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2017
December 31, 2016
December 31, 2015

1.5344 %
1.5814
1.4701
1.4556
1.3370
0.8627

Proportionate
Share of the Net
Pension Liability
as a Percentage
of Covered
Payroll

Proportionate
Share of the
Net Pension
Liability

Covered
Payroll

$ 3,314,998
2,296,870
1,574,732
1,891,434
1,631,598
894,807

$ 1,342,159
1,298,190
1,222,118
1,225,700
1,234,942
736,838

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position
as a Percentage
of the Total
Pension Liability

246.99 %
176.93
128.85
154.31
132.12
121.44

82.29 %
87.50
90.31
87.85
81.88
89.62

SCHEDULE OF EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS (UNAUDITED)
OKLAHOMA LAW ENFORCEMENT RETIREMENT PLAN

Fiscal
Year Ending
December 31, 2020
December 31, 2019
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2017
December 31, 2016
December 31, 2015

Contractually
Required
Contributions

Contributions
in Relation
to the
Contractually
Required
Contribution

$ 145,820
141,092
133,523
134,827
136,630
81,430

$ 147,637
142,911
134,432
134,826
136,630
81,430

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
$

(1,817)
(1,819)
(909)
1
-

Covered
Payroll

Contributions
as a Percentage
of Covered
Payroll

$ 1,351,889
1,308,269
1,268,728
1,209,093
1,241,483
1,098,422

10.92 %
10.92
10.60
11.15
11.01
7.41

The amounts determined for each fiscal year were determined as of June 30 in the calendar year.
The Authority is required to present the last ten fiscal years of data; however, until a full ten-year trend of data is compiled,
GASB Statement No. 68 allows the presentation for those years for which information is available.
Changes in Benefit Terms. House Bill 3350 provided a one-time benefit increase as of July 1, 2020. Member show retired
on or prior to July 1, 2015 received a 4.0% benefit increase. Members who retired between July 1, 2015 and July 1, 2018
received a 2.0% benefit increase. Members who retired after July 1, 2018 did not receive a benefit increase.
Changes in Assumptions are as follows:

Price inflation
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2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2.75 %

2.75%

2.75%

2.75%

3.00%

3.00%
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SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN TOTAL OPEB LIABILITY AND RELATED RATIOS
(UNAUDITED)
OTHER POSTEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS PLAN
Beginning Balance
Service Cost
Interest on Total OPEB Liability
Difference between expected and actual experience
Changes in assumptions
Benefit payments, including employee refunds

$

Net changes

2020
16,980,723
564,096
685,406
435,412
1,790,433
(994,184)

$

2,481,163

2019
17,668,568
548,426
611,515
66,460
(1,025,961)
(888,285)
(687,845)

Ending Balance

$

19,461,886

$

16,980,723

Ratios
Covered-employee payroll
Total OPEB Liability as a percentage of covered-employee payroll

$

34,266,124
56.80%

$

35,239,125
48.19%

The Authority is required to present the last ten fiscal years of data; however, until a full ten-year trend of data is compiled,
GASB Statement No. 75 allows the presentation for those years for which information is available.
Changes in Benefit Terms. There were no changes of benefit terms in the Plan.
Changes in Assumptions: Two assumption changes were made for this valuation. The discount rate on the Bond Buyer GO
20-Bond Municipal Bond Index as of the newest Measurement date of January 1, 2020 is 2.74%. The January 1, 2019
discount rate was 4.10%. The mortality table was also updated to a new public sector mortality table(Pub 2010) using the
MP-2018 projection scale.
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UNAUDITED

STATISTICAL

Section

This statistical section of GRDA’s comprehensive annual ﬁnancial report presents detailed information as a context for
understanding what the information in the ﬁnancial statements, note disclosures, and required supplementary information
says about the Authority’s overall ﬁnancial health. Statistical information is provided for ﬁve primary categories:
Revenue Capacity: these schedules contain informa�on to
help the reader assess GRDA’s most signiﬁcant revenue
source, electric revenues.
Debt Capacity: these schedules present informa�on to help
the reader assess the aﬀordability of the Authority’s current
levels of outstanding debt and its ability to issue addi�onal
debt in the future.
Financial Trends: these schedules contain trend informa�on to
help the reader understand how the Authority’s ﬁnancial
performance and well-being have changed over �me.
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Opera�ng Informa�on: these schedules contain genera�on
and transmission data to help the reader understand how the
informa�on in the Authority’s ﬁnancial report relates to the
services GRDA provides and the ac�vi�es it performs.
Demographic and Economic Informa�on: these schedules
oﬀer demographic and economic indicators to help the reader
understand the environment within which the Authority’s
ﬁnancial ac�vi�es take place.
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Revenue Capacity
LARGEST 20 CUSTOMERS BY NET REVENUES

2020
Customer Name
Google, Inc.
City of Coffeyville, Kansas
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Kansas Municipal Energy Agency
Stillwater Utilities Authority
Paragould, Arkansas, Light and Water Commission
Claremore Public Works Authority
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
City of Siloam Springs, Arkansas
City of Poplar Bluff, Missouri
Pryor Chemical Company
Tahlequah Public Works Authority
Miami Public Utilities Board
Solae, LLC
Sallisaw Municipal Authority
Cushing Municipal Authority
City of Pryor Creek Municipal Utility Board
Air Products Manufacturing Corporation
Wagoner Public Works Authority
Stilwell Area Development Authority

Customer Since
2007
1999
1983
2000
1987
1992
1946
1985
1989
1992
2004
1947
1947
1975
1952
1953
1951
1976
1947
1950

Net Revenues as a Percentage of Sales of Power

Customer Classification
Net Revenue Percentage
Industrial
24%
Municipal
8
Off-System Firm
8
Off-System Firm
6
Municipal
6
Off-System Firm
6
Municipal
4
Other Contractual Agreement/Off-System Firm
4
Municipal
3
Off-System Firm
3
Industrial
3
Municipal
2
Municipal
2
Industrial
2
Municipal
2
Municipal
1
Municipal
1
Industrial
1
Municipal
1
Municipal
1
88%

NINE YEARS AGO - 2011
Customer Name
Northeast Oklahoma Electric Cooperative, Inc.
City of Coffeyville, Kansas
Kansas Municipal Energy Agency
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Stillwater Utilities Authority
Paragould, Arkansas, Light and Water Commission
Claremore Public Works Authority
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
City of Poplar Bluff, Missouri
City of Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Tahlequah Public Works Authority
Pryor Chemical Company
Miami Public Utilities Board
Southwest Power Pool
Air Products Manufacturing Corporation
Sallisaw Municipal Authority
Solae, LLC
Byng Public Works Authority
Associated Electric Cooperative
City of Pryor Creek Municipal Utility Board

Customer Since
1946
1999
2000
1983
1987
1992
1946
1985
1992
1989
1947
2004
1947
2007
1976
1952
1975
1990
1963
1951

Net Revenues as a Percentage of Sales of Power

Customer Classification
Net Revenue Percentage
Cooperative
10%
Municipal
9
Off-System Firm
7
Off-System Firm & Spot
7
Municipal
7
Off-System Firm
6
Municipal
4
Other Contractual Agreement/Off-System Firm
4
Off-System Firm
4
Municipal
3
Municipal
3
Industrial
3
Municipal
3
Regional Transmission Organization
3
Industrial
2
Municipal
2
Industrial
2
Municipal
2
Off-System Firm
2
Municipal
2
85%

Source: Grand River Dam Authority
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Revenue Capacity
RATE HISTORY
ELECTRIC SERVICE RATES:
Capacity Charges per kW:
Wholesale - Distribution Primary
Wholesale - Transmission
Wholesale - Generation Bus
Industrial - Distribution, Schedule LGS
Industrial - Distribution, Schedule GS
Industrial - Distribution Primary, Schedule LGS
Industrial - Distribution Primary, Schedule GS
Industrial - Transmission

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

$11.95
11.11
10.50
12.32
13.41
12.08
12.71
11.25

$11.95
11.11
10.50
12.32
13.41
12.08
12.71
11.25

$10.95
10.11
9.50
11.32
12.41
11.08
11.71
10.25

$10.95
10.11
9.50
11.32
12.41
11.08
11.71
10.25

$10.95
10.11
9.50
11.32
12.41
11.08
11.71
10.25

Energy Charges per kWh:
Wholesale - Distribution Primary
Wholesale - Transmission
Wholesale - Generation Bus
Industrial - Distribution, Schedule LGS
Industrial - Distribution, Schedule GS
Industrial - Distribution Primary, Schedule LGS
Industrial - Distribution Primary, Schedule GS
Industrial - Transmission, Schedule LGS
Commercial - SGS-C
Commercial - GS-C

0.0073
0.0069
0.0066
0.0079
0.0087
0.0077
0.0087
0.0076
0.0551
0.0854

0.0073
0.0069
0.0066
0.0079
0.0087
0.0077
0.0087
0.0076
0.0551
0.0854

0.0321
0.0317
0.0314
0.0327
0.0328
0.0325
0.0328
0.0324
0.0761
0.1064

0.0321
0.0317
0.0314
0.0327
0.0328
0.0325
0.0328
0.0324
0.0761
0.1064

0.0321
0.0317
0.0314
0.0327
0.0328
0.0325
0.0328
0.0324
0.0761
0.1064

Power Cost Adjustment per kWh:
PCA - Weighted Average

0.0182

0.0126

0.0005

0.0008

(0.0053)

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

$0.120
0.120
0.120
0.036
0.147

$0.120
0.120
0.120
0.036
0.147

$0.120
0.120
0.120
0.036
0.147

$0.110
0.110
0.110
0.033
0.137

$0.110
0.110
0.110
0.033
0.137

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

WATER RATES: per thousand gallons
Grand Lake
Lake Hudson
Fort Gibson Lake - Commercial
Fort Gibson Lake - Wholesale
WR Holway Reservoir

DOCK PERMIT RATES:
Private Docks:
Docks less than 1100 sq. feet:
Base charge, including first slip
Per each additional slip
Docks greater than 1100 sq. feet:
Base charge
Per square foot
Commercial Docks:
Minimum charge
Per slip
Per square foot
Source: Grand River Dam Authority
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2015
$10.50
9.69
9.11
10.82
11.09
10.60
10.33
9.80

2014
$10.50
9.69
9.11
10.82
11.09
10.60
10.33
9.80

2013
$10.50
9.69
9.11
10.82
11.09
10.60
10.33
9.80

2012
$11.88
11.02
10.39
12.26
12.57
12.00
11.81
11.14

2011
$11.88
11.02
10.39
12.26
12.57
12.00
11.81
11.14

0.031
0.031
0.031
0.0316
0.0324
0.031
0.0324
0.031
0.07442
0.1013

0.031
0.031
0.031
0.0316
0.0324
0.031
0.0324
0.031
0.07442
0.1013

0.031
0.031
0.031
0.0316
0.0324
0.031
0.0324
0.031
0.07442
0.1013

0.0216
0.0216
0.0216
0.02203
0.02258
0.02156
0.02258
0.02159
0.072
0.098

0.0216
0.0216
0.0216
0.02203
0.02258
0.02159
0.02258
0.02159
0.072
0.098

0.0036

0.0061

0.0068

0.0106

0.0079

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

$0.100
0.100
0.100
0.030
0.100

$0.100
0.100
0.100
0.030
0.100

$0.100
0.100
0.100
0.030
0.100

$0.100
0.100
0.100
0.030
0.100

$0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

$100.00
25.00

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

100.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06

200.00
25.00
0.06
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Per Oklahoma Statute as well as General Bond
Resolution 5107, the Authority’s Board of Directors
has the sole responsibility and authority for
establishing sufficient rates.
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Debt Capacity
DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE
Operating Revenues

$

2020
372,552,732

$

2019
421,770,900

$

2018
436,258,224

$

2017
435,767,043

$

2016
420,932,552

Revenues Available for Debt Service

372,552,732

421,770,900

436,258,224

435,767,043

420,932,552

Operating Expenses, excluding depreciation
Other Income, excluding noncash amortizations,
market adjustments, and other excluded interest
Other Available Funds
Rate Stabilization Fund
Available for Debt Service
Sinking Fund Requirements:
Principal
Interest

(268,264,060)

(278,129,857)

(294,502,414)

(319,970,467)

(300,547,383)

24,295,123
-

44,918,347
188,559,390

10,293,765
152,049,575

8,677,204
133,053
124,606,833

12,265,711
21,000,000
153,650,880

Debt Service
Net Revenues Available for
Capital Improvements or Other Authorized Purposes

$

$

38,517,083
44,404,047

$

$

24,369,583
50,546,292

18,935,000
47,918,861

21,436,250
46,674,852

32,796,667
45,853,056

$

$

82,921,130

$

78,649,723

$

68,111,102

$

66,853,861

$

74,915,875

$

45,662,665

$

109,909,667

$

83,938,473

$

57,752,972

$

78,735,005

1.55

Debt Service Coverage
Debt Service/MWh Generated

128,583,795

2.05

1.86

2.23

2.40

$

14.91

$

2020
951,431,405

2019
$ 1,001,295,522

2018
$ 1,049,736,511

2017
$ 1,087,054,941

2016
$ 1,101,211,229

39,240,000

37,505,000

26,205,000

14,760,000

24,780,000

990,671,405

1,038,800,522

1,075,941,511

1,101,814,941

1,125,991,229

1,410,000,000
419,328,595
29.7%

1,410,000,000
371,199,478
26.3%

1,410,000,000
334,058,489
23.7%

1,410,000,000
308,185,059
21.9%

1,410,000,000
284,008,771
20.1%

$

13.04

$

12.84

$

14.84

$

13.03

Source: Grand River Dam Authority

REVENUE BONDS OUTSTANDING AND LIMITS
Long Term Portion ⁽¹⁾
Current Portion
Total Outstanding Bonds
Bond Indebtedness Limit
Bond Indebtedness Margin
Margin as a percentage of Limit
Outstanding Debt Per Capita in District
Outstanding Debt to Total Personal Income

$

608
505%

$

641
547%

$

666
592%

$

683
645%

$

706
628%

Source: Grand River Dam Authority
(1) Presented net of debt premium and discount; see Note to Financial Statements, Bonds Payable.
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2015
$ 414,055,542

2014
$ 475,159,326

2013
$ 430,426,855

2012
$ 411,022,733

2011
$ 394,486,571

414,055,542

475,159,326

430,426,855

411,022,733

394,486,571

(282,440,882)

(350,744,574)

(295,194,540)

(272,187,924)

(254,480,377)

8,656,223
$ 140,270,883

20,570,370
13,703,911
$ 158,689,033

6,835,884
7,539,167
$ 149,607,366

12,778,212
4,000,000
$ 155,613,021

11,907,475
$ 151,913,669

23,449,167
52,051,897

28,523,892
49,075,242

59,141,198
50,974,856

89,299,585
41,447,602

84,623,379
42,873,407

$

75,501,064

$

77,599,134

$ 110,116,054

$ 130,747,187

$ 127,496,786

$

64,769,819

$

81,089,899

$ 39,491,312

$ 24,865,834

$ 24,416,883

2.04

1.36

1.19

1.19

1.86
$

10.94

$

12.54

$

15.06

$

18.63

$

15.91

2015
$ 1,140,409,407

2014
$ 1,166,810,673

2013
$ 784,142,575

2012
$ 820,851,660

2011
$ 911,841,014

23,795,000

22,965,000

36,306,340

91,110,000

86,765,000

1,164,204,407

1,189,775,673

820,448,915

911,961,660

998,606,014

1,410,000,000
245,795,593
17.4%

1,410,000,000
220,224,327
15.6%

1,410,000,000
589,551,085
41.8%

1,410,000,000
498,038,340
35.3%

1,410,000,000
411,393,986
29.2%

$

$

$

$

726
672%

$

748
711%
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519
512%

580
613%

Per General Bond Resolution 5107, the Authority shall
establish and collect rates, which together with other
available funds, will be sufficient to make all payments
pertaining to bond payments, maintenance and operations
costs, and any other charges against the Authority. See Notes
to Financial Statements Summary of Significant Accounting
Policies and Bonds Payable.

The Authority's bond issuance limit of $1,410,000,000 is
established per Oklahoma statue and relates to the amount of
bonds outstanding at any time. The State of Oklahoma has
pledged not to limit or alter GRDA's ability to collect fees and
charges or impair the rights of bondholders until such bonds
are fully discharged.

637
707%
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Financial Trends
NET POSITION AND CHANGE IN NET POSITION

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

$ 220,111,240
1,228,205,944
378,500,098
11,972,912
1,838,790,194

$ 254,560,021
1,252,699,332
316,291,938
3,919,529
1,827,470,820

$ 260,455,415
1,218,249,936
308,789,981
1,772,872
1,789,268,204

$ 204,502,845
1,246,041,479
323,806,627
97,059
1,774,448,010

$ 266,859,465
1,244,661,834
309,973,763
146,150
1,821,641,212

45,037,327

39,013,083

42,918,502

48,865,298

47,329,276

78,937,570
1,005,007,245
1,083,944,815

75,710,901
1,034,426,516
1,110,137,417

80,407,089
1,078,066,715
1,158,473,804

63,263,166
1,108,505,456
1,171,768,622

111,699,020
1,130,293,579
1,241,992,599

89,872,551

79,908,372

51,222,372

46,541,906

29,090,179

305,481,403

281,454,483

239,876,589

269,911,995

271,706,418

40,381,000
22,889,999
2,208,452
339,049,301
$ 710,010,155

39,998,000
21,877,917
2,186,412
330,921,302
$ 676,438,114

39,615,000
15,286,250
2,201,996
325,510,695
$ 622,490,530

39,232,000
8,610,000
2,230,264
285,018,521
$ 605,002,780

38,849,000
14,455,001
21,000,000
2,377,982
249,499,309
$ 597,887,710

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

$ 380,115,355
24,695,083
24,057,317
(31,703,098)
397,164,657

$ 399,342,391
26,566,101
2,949,837
428,858,329

$ 405,533,477
37,150,792
1,098,338
443,782,607

$ 422,294,469
13,710,781
535,403
436,540,653

$ 428,066,100
14,157,387
(21,000,000)
421,223,487

(82,451,994)
(72,422,157)
(68,833,979)
(68,162,828)
(31,624,140)
(24,722,494)
(348,217,592)

(103,982,895)
(75,266,780)
(65,806,547)
(64,864,171)
(23,708,144)
(24,447,446)
(358,075,983)

(94,838,349)
(80,383,786)
(67,051,953)
(88,779,253)
(18,210,948)
(28,162,855)
(377,427,144)

(70,435,652)
(71,935,555)
(61,887,909)
(138,401,740)
(22,355,136)
(29,456,552)
(394,472,544)

(119,783,385)
(69,673,894)
(55,939,972)
(78,339,797)
(16,048,057)
(30,436,172)
(370,221,277)

Operating Income

48,947,065

70,782,346

66,355,463

42,068,109

51,002,210

Other Non-Operating Revenues
Interest and Bond-Related Amortizations
Increase (Decrease) in Costs to be Recovered
Capital Contributions
Recovery of Costs to be Recovered

13,490,534
(37,048,841)
12,037,982
(3,854,699)

14,951,837
(38,360,932)
39,771,093
(33,196,760)

2,673,583
(38,997,382)
5,170,213
(5,070,883)

18,357,679
(41,248,573)
3,197,654
(15,259,799)

6,186,550
(55,275,152)
1,470,730
-

NET POSITION
Assets:
Current Assets
Net Utility Plant
Investments
Other Noncurrent Assets
Total Assets
Deferred Outflows:
Liabilities:
Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Deferred Inflows:
Net Position:
Net Investment in Capital Assets
Restricted for:
Board Designated
Debt Service
Rate Stabilization Fund
Other Special Purposes
Unrestricted
Total Net Position

CHANGE IN NET POSITION
Operating Revenues:
Sales of Power
Other Operating Revenues
Regulatory Asset Revenues
Transfer (Provision) for Rate Stabilization
Total Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses:
Fuel
Depreciation
Operations
Purchased Power - Net
Administrative and General
Maintenance
Total Operating Expense

Net Increase in Net Position

$

33,572,041

$

53,947,584

$

30,130,994

$

7,115,070

$

3,384,338

Source: Grand River Dam Authority
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2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

$ 187,394,076
1,080,625,744
599,081,087
10,661,010
1,877,761,917

$ 209,580,470
876,027,323
740,055,949
11,277,802
1,836,941,544

$ 239,521,952
825,045,007
397,792,015
7,462,896
1,469,821,870

$ 255,025,040
795,320,230
433,875,248
19,074,561
1,503,295,079

$ 321,618,071
782,641,048
398,963,309
18,215,154
1,521,437,582

3,192,494

128,852,811
1,153,381,782
1,282,234,593

-

79,863,026
1,172,337,640
1,252,200,666

4,216,446

-

117,596,459
789,240,945
906,837,404

-

-

142,613,484
837,445,824
980,059,308

-

-

125,764,760
926,444,492
1,052,209,252

-

-

344,780,665

304,838,953

348,205,546

263,939,054

192,361,193

38,266,000
18,238,867
2,478,663
190,739,177
$ 594,503,372

33,633,000
17,705,259
5,321,351
223,242,315
$ 584,740,878

36,500,000
33,526,719
1,942,224
142,809,977
$ 562,984,466

37,500,000
56,886,806
749,975
164,159,936
$ 523,235,771

35,000,000
61,324,015
637,178
179,905,944
$ 469,228,330

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

$ 401,569,988
12,485,554
414,055,542

$ 463,946,059
11,213,267
475,159,326

$ 416,591,647
13,835,208
430,426,855

$ 401,449,292
9,573,441
411,022,733

$ 388,834,078
5,652,493
394,486,571

$

(143,804,114)
(67,953,588)
(46,841,448)
(44,525,854)
(13,201,268)
(34,068,198)
(350,394,470)

(171,947,118)
(68,138,608)
(46,102,751)
(80,171,737)
(15,530,402)
(36,992,566)
(418,883,182)

(170,624,193)
(53,952,049)
(41,766,524)
(32,091,910)
(16,361,145)
(34,350,768)
(349,146,589)

(151,413,641)
(48,204,063)
(30,099,571)
(29,831,445)
(27,120,506)
(33,722,761)
(320,391,987)

(160,222,167)
(50,869,539)
(27,823,333)
(14,585,117)
(25,040,649)
(26,809,111)
(305,349,916)

63,661,072

56,276,144

81,280,266

90,630,746

89,136,655

11,027,384
(50,612,334)
-

22,461,908
(44,372,401)
698,009
(13,307,248)

731,315
(43,903,851)
1,640,965
-

10,166,652
(49,213,767)
1,560,409
863,401
-

22,579,696
(55,213,808)
1,483,770
-

24,076,122

$ 21,756,412

$ 39,748,695

$ 54,007,441

$ 57,986,313
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Financial Trends
CASH AND INVESTMENT BALANCES

2020
$ 302,684,730

2019
$ 284,370,975

2018
$ 273,037,494

2017
$ 217,608,676

2016
$ 175,088,943

Restricted for:
Board Designated
Rate Stabilization
Bond Service
Construction
Bond Service Reserve
Other Special Purposes

40,381,000
31,703,098
26,530,229
97,068,036
2,279,117

39,998,000
19,703,098
25,662,405
2,166,076
93,026,843
2,293,537

39,615,000
21,000,000
19,158,577
1,505,309
88,992,603
2,309,121

39,232,000
21,000,000
12,523,712
16,421,396
86,807,297
2,230,264

38,849,000
21,000,000
18,524,343
78,733,893
86,628,908
2,377,982

Total Cash and Investments

$ 500,646,210

$ 467,220,934

$ 445,618,104

$ 395,823,345

$ 421,203,069

General Operating

Source: Grand River Dam Authority

Operating Information
HISTORICAL ENERGY RESOURCES (MWH)

Year

Run-of-River Pumped-Storage
Hydro
Hydro
Generation
Generation

Coal-Fired
Thermal
Generation

Combined-Cycle
Gas
Generation

Long-Term
Wind
Purchase

Other
Purchased
Power

Total GRDA

Municipal
SPA Allocation

Total
Resources

2011

492,200

228,570

5,508,842

1,782,658

-

410,568

8,422,838

31,001

8,453,839

2012

284,048

150,566

4,222,926

2,362,192

18,329

964,528

8,002,589

25,707

8,028,296

2013

711,789

104,040

4,526,724

1,968,570

169,710

858,973

8,339,806

29,991

8,369,797

2014

325,372

129,333

3,595,061

2,137,660

174,336

2,478,267

8,840,029

23,914

8,863,943

2015

873,816

67,972

3,120,808

2,837,754

329,699

1,624,113

8,854,162

39,885

8,894,047

2016

726,954

89,060

2,306,516

2,625,974

981,175

2,318,847

9,048,526

36,543

9,085,069

2017

619,522

138,133

507,698

3,240,163

986,837

3,099,589

8,591,942

30,316

8,622,258

2018

517,421

151,625

399,495

4,237,428

1,393,896

1,890,274

8,590,139

31,634

8,621,773

2019

1,378,635

92,342

59,666

4,498,505

1,367,024

1,034,124

8,430,296

49,054

8,479,350

2020

849,286

108,555

26,658

4,576,147

1,328,836

1,519,740

8,409,222

45,271

8,454,493

Source: Grand River Dam Authority

HISTORICAL SALES BY CUSTOMER GROUP (MWH)
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Municipal
3,215,429
3,184,093
3,193,662
3,266,293
3,156,468
3,192,044
3,015,320
3,053,614
3,081,466
2,959,080

Cooperative
648,510
602,781
630,015
640,025
620,160
621,128
226,978
-

Industrial
939,237
1,056,978
1,022,471
1,287,651
1,467,245
1,769,842
1,952,204
2,340,245
2,515,758
2,970,244

Tribal
72

Other
135,576
36,401
49,597
96,537
12,497
10,125
6,902
14,994
3,965
2,828

Off-System
Firm
2,255,335
2,552,525
2,943,886
3,074,595
2,985,668
2,978,366
2,938,895
2,517,703
2,003,561
1,681,835

InterInterDepartmental
Total
Off-System
Total Sales
Spot
Departmental Salina
Contract Sales
8,291,729
16,352
381,765
7,194,087
699,525
7,886,877
267,276
170,759
16,064
7,432,778
198,553
8,234,544
180,004
16,356
7,839,631
235,935
8,694,845
14,161
8,365,101
79,648
12,945
142,563
8,740,817
8,242,038
343,271
8,954,637
8,571,505
191,999
12,847
178,286
257,707
8,514,003
12,758
8,140,299
103,239
8,530,210
13,434
288,843
7,926,556
301,377
8,379,745
7,604,750
567,446
8,957
198,592
7,614,059
504,926
7,418
228,339
8,354,742

Source: Grand River Dam Authority
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2015
$ 173,842,198

2014
$ 158,052,673

2013
$ 85,793,845

2012
$ 65,680,834

2011
$ 105,062,893

38,266,000
18,238,867
328,410,668
89,208,703
2,478,663

33,633,000
17,705,259
518,754,428
88,451,195
5,321,351

36,500,000
33,526,719
202,530,697
133,476,142
1,942,224

37,500,000
56,886,806
232,617,067
141,810,137
749,975

35,000,000
61,324,015
257,891,432
143,429,267
637,178

$ 650,445,099

$ 821,917,906

$ 493,769,627

$ 535,244,819

$ 603,344,785

See Notes to Financial Statements, Deposits and
Investments for additional information about
restrictions.

Operating Information
WATER SALES (in thousands of gallons)

Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Total

Grand
Customer
Gallons
Revenue
Billed
148,083
1,047,588
156,795
1,039,608
138,996
946,476
127,894
836,320
118,474
761,922
132,876
875,249
133,167
848,638
141,556
853,306
141,386
818,435
114,143
910,251
1,353,370
8,937,793

Hudson
Customer
Revenue
55,769
60,233
77,672
55,315
57,399
71,494
61,583
67,159
73,108
72,078
651,810

Gallons
Billed
507,823
1,607,712
3,187,891
503,323
522,664
930,394
490,548
507,809
541,526
566,743
9,366,433

Fort Gibson
Customer
Gallons
Revenue
Billed
116,819
1,157,651
68,430
835,820
51,013
796,972
59,801
974,195
51,573
939,047
79,415
1,191,178
38,058
755,805
53,274
891,591
41,056
800,549
42,599
832,684
602,038
9,175,492

Total
Customer
Revenue
320,671
285,458
267,681
243,010
227,446
283,785
232,808
261,989
255,550
228,820
2,607,218

Gallons
Billed
2,713,062
3,483,140
4,931,339
2,313,838
2,223,633
2,996,821
2,094,991
2,252,706
2,160,510
2,309,678
27,479,718

Operating Information
NUMBER OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
GRDA Facility
Thermal Generation
Hydroelectric Generation
Transmission and Engineering

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

120

131

139

145

167

186

194

191

191

191

42

44

47

52

51

47

45

46

39

36

132

133

135

174

162

167

159

149

146

140

Energy Control and Operations

30

31

31

33

36

39

37

36

37

32

Information Technology

51

46

45

12

11

9

8

8

6

7

Ecosystems and GRDA Police

74

73

70

72

63

53

41

32

30

32

Other Administrative

90

94

86

87

84

76

67

60

62

58

Total Employees by Function

539

552

553

575

574

577

551

522

511

496

Employees per MW of Generation

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.29

0.29

0.33

0.31

0.30

0.30

0.29

Source: Grand River Dam Authority
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Miscellaneous Operating Information
NATURE OF CAPITAL ASSETS
Generating Facilities
Pensacola Project
Grand Lake O' the Cherokees:
Pensacola Dam Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Location

Rated Capability

Generating Fuel

Date of Commercial
Operations

Langley, OK

126 MW

Run-of-River Hydro

1941

Markham Ferry Project
Lake Hudson:
Robert S. Kerr Dam Units 1, 2, 3 and 4

Locust Grove, OK

128 MW

Run-of-River Hydro

1964

Salina, OK
Salina, OK

129 MW
129 MW

Pumped-Storage Hydro
Pumped-Storage Hydro

1968
1971

Grand River Energy Center (formerly known as Coal-Fired Complex)
GREC 1 (Retired effective 12/31/20)
Chouteau, OK
GREC 2
Chouteau, OK
GREC 3
Chouteau, OK

520 MW
495 MW

Coal Fired Thermal
Combined Cycle Gas

1981
1985
2017

Redbud Plant
Redbud Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 (GRDA's 36%)

443 MW

Combined Cycle Gas

Purchased 2008

Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind

2012
2015
2015
2018

Salina Pumped Storage Project
W.R. Holway Reservoir:
Salina Units 1, 2 and 3
Salina Units 4, 5 and 6

Luther, OK

Renewable Purchase Power Agreements
Canadian Hills Wind Project
Breckinridge Wind Project
Kay County
Red Dirt Wind Project

48 MW (energy)
99 MW (energy)
100 MW (energy)
140 MW (energy)

Customer Capacity Purchase Agreements
Stillwater
Coffeyville
Cushing

64 MW
86 MW
21 MW

Other Facilities
Administration Headquarters
Ecosystem & Education Center
Energy Control Center
Cushing Field Office
Transmission, Distribution Headquarters
Engineering and Technology Center
Satellite Office
Satellite Office
Transmission Facilities
VOLTAGE - MILES OF LINE
69 kV - 572
115 kV - 13

Location
Mayes County, OK
Langley, OK
Locust Grove, OK
Cushing, OK
Pryor, OK
Tulsa, OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Miami, OK

138 kV - 119

161 kV - 376

345 kV - 120

INTERCONNECTIONS
American Electric Power (AEP)
Associated Electric Cooperative Company (AECI)/KAMO Power (KAMO)
Empire District Electric (Empire)
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company (OG&E)
Southwestern Power Administration (SWPA)
REGIONAL TRANSMISSION ORGANIZATION
Southwest Power Pool (SPP)
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MAP OF CUSTOMERS AND GRDA FACILITIES
Coﬀeyville
Newkirk
Blackwell
Kay Ponca City

Alfalfa
Waynoka

Nowata

Hominy

Okeene
Kingﬁsher
Cimarron

Caddo

Ladder

Redbud
Plant

Skiatook Collinsville Pryor
Transmission & Engineering
Pumped Storage
Claremore MAIP KerrSalina
Dam/ECC
Pawnee
Siloam
Osage
Rogers
Grand River Energy Center
Yale
Springs
Engineering &
Mayes
Mannford Technology Center
GRDA Scenic
Wagoner
Rivers Operations

Tulsa

Tahlequah
Stilwell

Wagoner

Stroud

Creek

Cherokee

East Central

Lincoln

Prague
Citizen Potawatomi Nation
Canadian Valley
Oklahoma
Tecumseh

Sallisaw

Okmulgee

Sequoyah
Macintosh

Spiro
Haskell

Kiamichi

Rural
Lindsay

Mangum
Harmon

Altus
Olustee Southwest
Rural
Eldorado
Manitou
Frederick

Marlow

Adair

Muskogee

Lexington

Granite

Delaware

Pensacola Dam
Ecosystems & Education Center

Logan

Oklahoma City Oﬃce

Kiwash

Washington

Stillwater
Cushing Field
Cushing Oﬃce

Edmond

Ottawa

Miami

Administration
HDQ

Pawnee

Fairview

Payne

Northfolk

Pawhuska

Tonkawa

Pond Creek
Goltry

Northwestern

Craig

Copan

Latimer
Pittsburg

Wynnewood

Duncan

Walters
Comanche
Cotton
Ryan

Red River Valley

Southeastern

Choctaw

GRDA directly or indirectly provides electricity to
some portion of all counties in Oklahoma except for
two counties in the panhandle.
Municipal Customers - Served by GRDA, many
since 1940s
Industrial Customers - Majority located in
MidAmerica Industrial Park (MAIP)
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority (OMPA)
- Served since 1985
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative (WFEC) Served since 1983
Citizen Potawatomi Nation (CPN)
GRDA Facilities
GRDA Lakes and Rivers
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Demographics and Economic Indicators
STATE OF OKLAHOMA DEMOGRAPHICS
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Population
3,791,508
3,814,820
3,850,568
3,878,051
3,911,921
3,923,561
3,930,864
3,943,079
3,956,971
3,980,783

Unemployment Rate
6.2%
5.1%
5.4%
3.9%
4.1%
5.0%
4.1%
3.2%
3.4%
5.3%

Per Capita
Income
$37,277
$39,006
$41,586
$43,138
$44,272
$45,682
$43,449
$46,128
$47,951
$49,249

Total*
Personal Income
$141,334,880
$148,798,993
$160,128,477
$167,291,805
$173,186,712
$179,237,997
$170,790,994
$181,886,200
$189,739,584
$196,050,948

Employment 2019
32,100
8,800
7,400
6,500
6,200
6,100
6,100
5,300
5,100
5,000

Percentage of Total
State Employment 2019
1.80%
0.49%
0.42%
0.37%
0.35%
0.34%
0.34%
0.30%
0.29%
0.28%

Source: www.bea.gov - U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, * In Thousands

MAJOR EMPLOYERS IN THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA - NON GOVERNMENT
Non-Governmental Major Employers 2010
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Integris Health
Marian/Saint John Health System
YUM! Brands
AMR Corp.
Sonic Corporation
Saint Francis Hospital, Inc.
Mercy Health System
McDonalds
Conoco Phillips

Non-Governmental Major Employers 2019
Wal-Mart Associates, Inc.
Integris Health, Inc.
Chickasaw Nation
Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc.
Mercy Health
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma
Saint Francis Hospital, Inc.
Braum's, Inc.
American Airlines
Lowe's Home Centers, Inc.

Source: State of Oklahoma 2020 CAFR. Note: Employment information restricted only to utilities in Oklahoma served by GRDA is not available.

POPULATION CHANGE: 2011-2020
Logan County
Wagoner County
Tulsa County
Rogers County
Payne County
Delaware County
Cherokee County
Lincoln County
Washington County
Creek County
Mayes County
Haskell County
Pawnee County
Sequoyah County
Osage County
McIntosh County
Ottawa County
Adair County
Okmulgee County
Muskogee County
Pittsburg County
Nowata County
Craig County
Latimer County
Total for GRDA 24 County District
Total for all of Oklahoma's 77 Counties

State Rank by Growth Rate
2011-2020
3
5
9
11
13
16
18
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Growth %
2011-2020
14.6%
12.0%
7.9%
6.4%
4.5%
3.5%
2.8%
2.3%
1.6%
1.2%
-0.4%
-0.8%
-2.1%
-2.1%
-2.4%
-3.1%
-3.1%
-3.1%
-3.9%
-4.5%
-4.5%
-5.1%
-5.3%
-9.4%
4.1%
5.1%

Population
2020
48,777
82,925
657,589
93,155
81,755
43,136
49,019
35,045
52,222
71,485
41,152
12,652
16,381
41,538
46,642
19,635
30,879
21,955
38,234
67,610
43,679
10,076
14,194
10,132
1,629,867
3,980,783

Population
2011
42,568
74,041
609,323
87,567
78,253
41,664
47,707
34,263
51,378
70,649
41,327
12,759
16,731
42,428
47,775
20,264
31,876
22,668
39,787
70,769
45,721
10,622
14,983
11,181
1,566,304
3,788,824

Source: census.gov
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PO Box 669

Chouteau, OK 74337

www.grda.com

